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About Hygienic Concepts

We at Hygienic Concepts are all about exceptional washroom service. With
over 100 years of combined experience in the industry, we can guarantee to
oﬀer you the best service available. We oﬀer competitive and aﬀordable
prices as well as an extensive range of high-quality products. We mainly
source our products from the UK as we believe that it is better for our
economy and more environmentally friendly. All our on-site surveys are free
so call today to book an appointment and one of our friendly staﬀ will be
happy to help.
Our biggest asset to the company is our professional staﬀ. All our staﬀ are
fully trained, experienced and skilful in this industry. With incredible work
ethic, they are committed to one cause, providing a ﬁrst class service to all
our clients no matter how big or small the customer is.
Hygienic Concepts was established in 2004 with the vision that client
satisfaction is the main priority. We have continued this outlook ever since
our inception and we now distribute to counties all over the United Kingdom
with our head oﬃce situated in the Midlands.
Protecting the environment for future generations is important to us so we
locally source our products. Our products are recycled when we dispose of
them, therefore, helping carbon footprint. We also save our clients’ money
on water charges due to the continual development of our products.
All of our services comply with all the relevant legislation, we are licensed
waste disposal operators and can provide copy certiﬁcates for your records.
Our systems allow us to provide Duty of Care Certiﬁcates which are
available for all customers. This is because we want to ensure full
compliance with the law.
We at Hygienic Concepts provide something called a Customer Platinum
Service Schedule, which our staﬀ and clients sign on each visit. The
Platinum Service Schedule is a full record of service details carried out each
month. This duplicate document is signed by both the customer, the
Hygienic Concepts operative and a copy retained by both parties. This is so
we provide a complete and comprehensive site visit audit trail. We fully
record all quotations, queries, and any problems you may have
encountered. We look after hundreds of sites but we always oﬀer a personal
and professional service to everyone, whatever their size and requirements.
As a team, we take customer service very seriously. As well as our friendly
approach we run sophisticated computer systems to ensure that you are
looked after in a professional manner.

About
Hygienic
Concepts
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Uri-bug™ & Uri-bug™ Urinal Systems
How It Works

HOW URI-BUG CAN HELP YOUR BUSINESS

Uri-bug™ blocks contain 500million colony forming bacteria per
milligram in their dormant state. Once activated by urine, they
come out of dormancy and get to work. The bacteria will ﬁnd an
area with suitable levels of oxygen where it will germinate and
colonise to form a Bioﬁlm. This is a complex structure which
attaches itself to the internal pipe surfaces consisting of colonies
of good bacteria where it will ﬂourish and outnumber the bad
bacteria to establish competitive exclusion.
The bacteria in our blocks have been subjected to a
comprehensive screening programme by our microbiologist to
determine it is the best strain for the job. As soon as the bacteria
begin to multiply, it will secrete enzymes in order to digest the
available food source in this case urinal blockages. Uri-bug™
bacteria produce Uricase enzymes, which are responsible for the
breakdown of the uric salts making them water soluble so that
they can be washed away. The enzyme, Protease is also present
and enables the bacteria to digest protein matters (organic
substances).
The Superior bacteria we exploit within the urinal system is a
living breeding life form and is highly sensitive to change in PH or
oxygen levels, this can have a detrimental eﬀect upon the
structure of the organism, to alleviate this issue it is imperative the
system is serviced on a regular basis. Hygienic Concepts
Engineers will visit site on a monthly schedule doing a full clear
and replenishment of cartridge ensuring optimum breeding
levels are sustained at all times.
Any form of disinfectant type chemicals or bleaches will also
interfere with the molecular formation even killing it oﬀ
completely, rendering the whole product ineﬀectual. We provide
a bioactive liquid that compliments and supports the Uri-bug
system. Full training is available as it is essential this product is
used in place of other non-bio cleaners.

Reduce blockages – Upon install, Hygienic Concepts acid wash
and clean all visible pipework, Our engineers will fully check and
report any build up further down the main stack of which they
cannot access, Site will be made aware of any ﬁndings and
advised on removal as to a ascertain complete clear pipe system,
Reduce Malodours – As we clean all visible pipework, it leaves
optimum breeding grounds for the ‘good’ bacteria (encouraged
by the Uri-bug liquids and the regular service/maintenance) this
depletes the growth of pathogens (smelly bacteria) within the
pipework so no foul gases return to the atmosphere, Uri-bug
liquids can be also used to break down uric/protein build-up on
tiles/walls/ﬂoors as it ﬁnds a way into cracks and crevices and
naturally eats away debris not reached by harmful chemical
based products
Save Money – As we encourage the growth of ‘good bacteria
within the pipework, the system is not required to continually
ﬂush, this is controlled by the Uri-bug digital water manager,
serviced and maintained by our engineers, it is manually checked
monthly and reduced as to coincide with footfall to get maximum
potential from the Uri-bug system, We aim to reduce ﬂushes to
as low as 4 x per day minimum, saving £££’s into the fact, add to
the savings on Plumber call outs, time reduction of site
maintenance men constantly having to deal with blocked
pipework and not having to purchase numerous cleaning
chemicals Uri-bug can be extremely ﬁnancially beneﬁcial.
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Uri-bug™

Sustainability and Environmental – The
cleaning industry are constantly under scrutiny
regarding environmental impact from
chemical overuse, by ﬂushing certain cleaning
products through our washroom areas,
chemicals react with other minerals and
elements to form a host of dangerous toxins.
These toxins including dioxins, furams and
PCDD’s are often referred to as ‘persistent
organic pollutants’ because they linger in the
water or soil and take many years to disappear.
Greenpeace calls dioxins one of the most
dangerous chemicals known to science and
warns that it can contribute to cancer,
endocrine disorder and other serious health
eﬀects. In fact, university studies have found
dioxins are linked to low sperm count,
testicular cancer and breast cancer due to
their ability to mimic human hormones. That is
without the dreadful impact these toxins have on our wildlife and marine life.
The strains of bacteria present within the Uri-bug system do not pose any danger to humans or natural life. In fact
they are beneﬁcial to the environment, once ﬂushed into the natural watercourse, they continue to release their
enzymes who in turn digest organic debris they continue multiplying until all food sources are depleted or reach salt
water, where they will die or revert back to their dormant state, having no detrimental impact on marine life or
surrounding habitats.
The concentrated formula reduces the need for copious amounts of plastic containers passing through your
company refuge stream and ending up in landﬁll or at worst our oceans, we also supply reusable spray bottles to
further reduce plastic waste.
Essential Monthly Maintenance
The Uri-bug™ vessel must be replaced on a monthly basis to ensure its
eﬀectiveness. The imperative monthly replacement cycle replenishes the bioﬁlm for
the good bacteria to thrive in.
For our monthly service customers, engineers will also carry out checks on
pipework for any uric salt or limescale build up and adjust ﬂushing accordingly.
With the correct servicing and cleaning, pipework will remain clear, free-ﬂowing
and odour free. Leaving you with a pleasant washroom experience.
Added protection for all your washroom areas
For optimum results, we strongly recommend utilising our best
of the best Uri-bug™ liquids in all your washroom areas.
Suitable for all surface types and available in handy containers
there is no need to purchase any other cleaning product, thus
saving you storage space, time, money and the environment.
Our engineers will even deliver your liquid when they come to
service, so no delivery costs to incur.
Simple to use with fantastic results, so let us help you send
that bad bacteria packing.

Water Management (See Page 9)
Water IS still needed to wash away the natural
by-product Uri-bug produces after breaking down
organic matter. Our battery operated water
management system helps cut water bills by
reducing the amount ﬂushes per day. Too many
ﬂushes and Uri-bug will be washed away. Too little
and Uri-bug will die, leaving the bad bacteria to
thrive.

Cleaning has never been so easy. Simply mop the ﬂoor with a
diluted solution, then just walk away. For surfaces, just spray
and wipe down with a damp cloth, it really is that simple,
Uribug™ does the hard work for you. The same way Uribug™
works inside pipes, our cleaning liquids will also create that
special bioﬁlm on surfaces keeping it protected and smelling
fresher for longer. It’s just like having your own little cleaning
army on standby, they attack when needed.
Our Uri-bug liguids come in a 5l concentrate used
for urinal and mop dosing. A 750ml spray bottle is
also available for other washroom surfaces.
(See Page 19)
Uri-bug™

www.hygienicconcepts.co.uk
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Washroom Solutions
At Hygienic Concepts, our range of hygienic services takes the hassle out of keeping your washroom
clean and pleasant to use. We oﬀer a range of washroom services as well as waste management
services so that you can rest assured, not only will your washroom be pleasant to use for employees/
clients but that any waste disposal will be taken care of in a responsible and environmentally sound
manner.
We oﬀer services such as feminine hygiene disposal, clinical/medical waste disposal, nappy disposal,
management and replacement of washroom products (such as paper products) and we are also able to
help improve your washrooms impact on the environment by installing water management products
that reduce the amount of water you will use which is not only good for the environment but also for
your water usage! Contact us to see how we can help you.

Industries
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Washroom
Solutions

Urinal Water Management System
By law, all urinals must ﬂush at least every twenty minutes as stated by Water
Regulations Advisory Scheme (WRAS) regulations. This is unless they have a
water management system installed.
Our water management systems are designed to drastically reduce water
usage. This is done by eliminating unnecessary water wastage. Water Management Systems also help the environment and maintain superb hygiene
levels, which is important when dealing with all janitorial supplies.
Water management systems can be set as low as 4 ﬂushes per day. They can
also be set to suit the customer’s needs, whatever the traﬃc ﬂow and usage of
your washrooms.
Some of our systems can be set to reduce water usage by 90%. Water is then
only ﬂushing at busy periods and saving water at night when they are not
required.

Fully Fitted & Tested Units

All our water managers are ﬁtted, tested and serviced by our WRAS approved
service engineers and are continually maintained to ensure maximum hygiene
levels are achieved and water consumption is set to suit the requirements. All
our units are battery operated and as our service engineers change batteries
when required, there are no running costs.

Our expert WRAS accredited engineers will visit your premises at your convenience and will ensure that your
water management system is properly installed and fully functional. We will work with you to schedule regular
visits in order to maintain your water manager to conﬁrm that it is still working to its maximum eﬃciency and
keeping your urinals hygienic whilst reducing the amount of water that is being used. By choosing Hygienic
Concepts as your Water Management System partner you are guaranteed a hassle-free experience and you
can be safe in the knowledg3e that you are not only keeping your washrooms clean and sanitary but also
doing your part for the environment.
Battery Powered Units
One of the most frequent questions we are asked is “how much will my water management system cost to
run?”. At Hygienic Concepts, all of our water managers are battery powered and these will be replaced when
our engineers visit for the regular maintenance. This means that the running cost is zero. It also means that
there is very little disturbance when installing the water manager.
Uri-bugTM
Water management works hand in hand with the Uri-bug system (Page 6-7) ensuring costs are cut and the
broken down organic matter is ﬂushed away leaving the good bacteria to ﬂourish.
BENEFITS OF WATER MANAGEMENT







REDUCE COST

REDUCE USAGE

HIGH QUALITY

www.hygienicconcepts.co.uk


Feminine

MEETS GOVERNMENT Hygiene
STANDARDS
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WC & Urinal Hygiene Dosing Systems
WC & urinal sanitizing systems are designed to clean
pipes and urinals to prevent malodours and the build-up
of bacteria, limescale, and uric acid. The units sanitize
areas where normal cleaning cannot reach. WC & urinal
sanitizing systems are installed and fully serviced by our
WRAS trained engineers.
The auto sanitizer provides the customer with an automatic and continuous touch-free hygiene maintenance
program for toilets and urinals, 24-hours a day. It is the
ideal system for maintaining well cared for washrooms.
Automatic constant and continuous cleaning of all
ceramic surfaces exposed to ﬂushing and actively
attacks hard water and mineral deposits. It reduces and
prevents scale and stains from forming and kills germs.
Designed for washrooms with a header tank servicing
multiple urinals, the tank auto ﬂush can be installed
independently to work as a water management system
providing 30 or 60 minute ﬂushes 12 or 24 hours a day. It
delivers a constant, and cost-eﬀective performance and
long-term maintenance-free operation.
The auto hygiene systems combine the tank auto ﬂush
with the auto sanitizer to deliver a solution to washrooms
where the water consumption needs to be reduced
without compromising hygiene standards. The auto
sanitizer unit dispenses bio-purinel formulation directly
into the header tank at pre-programmed intervals. This
will then deliver millions of grams positive CFUs which
continue to double every 20 minutes. With each ﬂush,
the increased CFUs are delivered into the urinals where
they feed on the uric scale build-up in traps, pipes, and
drains.
Units provide ﬂexible timing and programming options allowing you to reduce and ﬁx your costs and match the
chemical delivery and maintenance level to suit each individual washroom. This is ideal if, in your establishment,
one washroom sees more use than another.
Real time programmability
Our dosing systems are fully programmable and automate a large
proportion of the hygienic upkeep of your washrooms. The
operator (with the help of one of our fully trained technicians who
will help install your system) is able to programme the number of
days the system is in operation and the times it should start and
ﬁnish each day meaning that it is only in operation when needed
and, because of this, there are no wasted resources.

Automatic Urinal Cleaning
The automatic cleaning and dosing system is the perfect solution
for keeping your Urinals and WC clean. It is an ideal addition to
any communal washroom that may experience high visitor
numbers. The programmable features and other technical
aspects mean that it is a very low maintenance item whilst also
being highly eﬀective at stopping the build-up of Uric Acid salts,
as well as bacteria and limescale.
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WC &
Urinal Dosing
Systems

Bins & Waste Management
Robust and reliable
As an employer, you have a duty of care to ensure that your employees are oﬀered a safe and hygienic
waste disposal unit and that this is disposed of, regularly, by a licensed ﬁrm. The number and
complexity of the legislations and regulations can be mind-boggling which is where we can help. Our
team have a large number of years experience in the industry and are routinely trained in the legislation
and regulations as they are updated. If you are unsure as to whether you meet the current guidelines we
would be delighted to help you. After an assessment of your current facilities, you will receive a “Duty of
Care” certiﬁcated which is now a legal requirement. Due to the potential damage that certain waste can
cause, not just to human health but also to the environment there are constant revisions to the
regulation and legislation around the disposal of this waste.

Feminine Hygiene
Intima 23 Ltr
SKU: W B 0 0 0 3

The Intima unit provides a large 23 litres waste holding
capacity in a sleek, modern and compact design with
minimal ﬂoor obstruction.
Key Features:
• 23Ltr bin capacity
• Hands-free foot pedal operated
• Reversible top cover for easy location
• Designed with soft edges to aid cleaning
• Strong and durable
• Compatible with antimicrobial liners (Page 18).
510mm

160mm

550mm

460mm

Intima Mini 15Ltr

540mm

122mm

SKU: W B 0 0 0 6

The Intima unit provides a large 23 litres waste holding
capacity in a sleek, modern and compact design with
minimal ﬂoor obstruction.
Key Features:
• 15Ltr bin capacity
• Hands-free foot pedal operated
• Reversible top cover for easy location
• Designed with soft edges to aid cleaning
• Strong and durable
• Built-in lifetime Bioguard technology
• Compatible with antimicrobial liners (Page 18).
510mm

160mm

400mm

Feminine
Hygiene
460mm

540mm

122mm

www.hygienicconcepts.co.uk
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Clinical Waste
Wheelie Bin 1100 Ltr - Yellow
SKU: W B 4 0 0 3

Our 1100 litre yellow wheelie bin is perfect for clinical waste
disposal. Fitted with 4 Swivel wheels, it is easy to manoeuvre and has brakes to keep the unit in place. The tight-ﬁtting lid aids in the prevention of spillages, and it is resistant
to UV, cold, heat and chemicals. With an extra strength
comb lift bar, a lock can be added easily. It has a maximum
load capacity of 450kg and can take approximately 18 - 22
bin bags of waste. The unit itself weighs 58kg and is made
from high-density polyethylene for strength and durability.
Key Features:
• Large capacity - up to 450kg
• Yellow colour indicated clinical waste
• Tight-fitting lid
• Resistant to UV, cold heat and chemicals
• Strong and durable

Wheelie Bin 660 Ltr - Yellow
SKU: W B 4 0 0 2

Our 660-litre yellow wheelie bin is perfect for clinical waste
disposal. Fitted with 4 Swivel wheels, it is easy to manoeuvre and has brakes to keep the unit in place. The tight-ﬁtting lid aids in the prevention of spillages, and it is resistant
to UV, cold, heat and chemicals. With an extra strength
comb lift bar, a lock can be added easily. It has a maximum
load capacity of 270kg and can take approximately 12 bin
bags of waste. The unit itself weighs 45kg and is made from
high-density polyethylene for strength and durability.
Key Features:
• Large capacity - up to 270kg
• Yellow colour indicated clinical waste
• Tight-fitting lid
• Resistant to UV, cold heat and chemicals
• Strong and durable

Wheelie Bin 240 Ltr - Yellow
SKU: W B 4 0 01

Our 240-litre yellow wheelie bin is compact and ﬁts into
tight spaces. This bin is suitable for clinical waste disposal.
Fitted with 2 wheels, it is easy to manoeuvre. This bin is
similar to bins that are provided by councils for household
waste, and it is resistant to UV, cold, heat and chemicals. It
can take approximately 4 - 5 bin bags of waste. The unit is
made from 30% recycled Polyethylene. Lightweight but
robust.
Key Features:
• Large capacity - up to 5 bin bags
• Yellow colour indicated clinical waste
• Dimensions: 73 x 59 x 101 cm (LxWxH)
• Resistant to UV, cold heat and chemicals
• Strong and durable
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Clinical
Waste

Sharps Waste
Clinical Sharps Bin - Yellow Lid
SKU: W B 1 0 01

Yellow lidded clinical sharps bins are for the storage and
disposal of sharps contaminated with or containing
medicines or anaesthetics.
Key Features:
• Safe disposal of sharps
• Self-locking lid with final closure
• Medical and non medical sharps
Size Guide:
• 1L
• 3.75L
• 5L
• 7L
• 11.5L
• 22L

WB1001
WB1002
WB1003
WB1004
WB1005
WB1006

Clinical Sharps Bin - Orange Lid
SKU: W B 1 0 0 6

Orange lidded clinical sharps bins are for the storage and
disposal of sharps not containing or contaminated with
medicines, such as sharps used for blood samples and
acupuncture.
Key Features:
• Safe disposal of sharps
• Self-locking lid with final closure
• Medical and non medical sharps
Size Guide:
• 1L
• 3.75L
• 5L
• 7L
• 11.5L
• 17.6L
• 22L

WB1006

Clinical Sharps Bin - Purple Lid
SKU: W B 1 0 01

Purple lidded clinical sharps bins are for the disposal of
sharps and medicines with Cyto-toxic or Cytostatic
contents or contamination.
Key Features:
• Safe disposal of sharps
• Self-locking lid with final closure
• Medical and non medical sharps
Size Guide:
• 1L
• 3.75L
• 5L
• 7L
• 11.5L
• 22L

WB1007

Other colours and sizes are available upon request.
Please call 01543 495 030 or use our online contact form.
Clinical
Waste

www.hygienicconcepts.co.uk
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Nappy/Medical Waste
Bambina Nappy Disposal - White
SKU:

Bambina is a 50-litre pedal operated nappy bin with a
built-in odour control system. Developed in response to
market demand for a robust and aesthetically pleasing
pedal operated bin, Bambina incorporates a host of practical service and user-friendly features.
The unit has a large waste holding capacity while remaining
compact, modern and attractive in design. It is pedal
operated to ensure maximum hygiene and has a removable
hygienic bin which protects the inside of the unit from
soiling and can be removed for easy cleaning. A unique
built-in odour control system has also been incorporated to
make the end user experience more pleasant.

Key Features:
• 50Litres
• White finish
• Tight-fitting lid
• Strong and durable

Medina Medical Disposal - Yellow
SKU:

The Medina is a 50-litre pedal operated bin designed for
medical waste disposal.
The unit has a large waste holding capacity while remaining
compact, modern and attractive in design. It is pedal
operated to ensure maximum hygiene and a modesty ﬂap
ensures waste is not visible to the end user while the unit’s
large centrally positioned aperture makes waste disposal
easy.
Key Features:
• 50Litres
• Yellow finish
• Tight-fitting lid
• Strong and durable

Bins & Waste Management Service Pack
The bins and waste management service pack consists of Hygienic Concepts
service engineers visiting your site to install any bin that your business requires.
The engineers will remove clinical, sharps and nappy waste from your
organisation and dispose of it in the correct manner.
During the process, engineers will thoroughly clean all bins with our own
biological cleaning solution. They will then replenish all antimicrobial treated
liners in every unit.

14

Nappy
Disposal

Vending

Vertical column dual vending machines are available on a
service contract including installation and a monthly
reﬁlling service. We oﬀer complete maintenance which
gives you complete peace of mind.
You do not have to think about reordering stock and keeping large boxes on site which go out of date then walk
around ﬁlling the machines and dealing with the cash.
We have a slimline fashionable, secure dual vending
machine which ﬁt into any modern washroom as part of our
platinum range.

General Vend
Ensure your customer's needs are catered for with
our premium condoms and pain relief are part of
our vending range. All vending product are fully
adaptable to diﬀerent environments.

Feminine Hygiene
Tampons and pads are important additions to any vending
machines in a women’s washroom. We can supply feminine
hygiene products for vending machines from some of the
biggest brands in the industry. We work with Always and
Tampax as we know they are renowned for quality products

FULLY SECURED

DURABLE DESIGN

TAMPER PROOF

Fitted with 2-coin acceptor drawer
mechanisms the lift oﬀ front is secured
with a ‘Regent’ type screw down lock.

Made of heavy gauge steel with a
special polyester enamel ﬁnish in white.

Suitable for schools, colleges and any
public areas where customer abuse is
likely to happen.

Vending

www.hygienicconcepts.co.uk
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Vending Machine Products
Hygienic Concepts only provides branded vending consumables, protecting your staﬀ and clients.

Always Ultra Pads
Up to 100% protection against odour. Side protection zones
for improved leakage protection.Extra long for additional
coverage.Dermatologically tested to be gentle on skin.
With odour neutralising technology that contains a light
scent.
Tampax Super
Up to 8 hours of protection. Absorbent core and an
anti-leak skirt that gives you an additional layer of backup
protection. Also, the applicator has an anti-slip grip that
helps you hold the applicator and position the tampon in
the right place.

Pretty Legs Tights - Black & Natural
Medium size 15 denier sheer tights with LYCRA®elastane
for improved comfort and ﬁt. Reinforced body and sheer
toe. 95% Nylon 5% Elastane.

Nurofen Ibuprofen
Rapid relief from igraine/headache, backache, period
pain,dental pain, neuralgia, rheumatic pain, muscular pain,
cold and ﬂu symptoms and feverishness.

Anadin Paracetamol
Ensure customers are relieved from cold and ﬂu symptoms,
feverishness, aches and pains, headache, migraine,
toothache, period pain, rheumatic pain, neuralgia and sore
throat with Anadin paracetamol.
Skyn Original Condoms
Made from polyisoprene, a scientiﬁcally formulated new
non-latex material that provides a softer, more natural feel
and is clinically proven to enhance sensation. Combines the
strength of premium latex with the sensitivity of an ultra thin
condom for the SKYN to SKYN sensation. Each condom is
electronically tested to meet the highest safety and
reliability standards.
Baby Essentials
Our baby essentials consumable range consists of diﬀerent
Pampers nappy sizes which people know and trust. The
Pampers nappy consumables have been specially packed
to ﬁt in our Nappyvend and come with a set of two wipes
each.

16

Vending

Cleaning & Janitorial Supplies
Hygienic Concepts stock and supply a wide range of Cleaning Products to help keep your commercial and industrial washrooms clean and fresh. We are proud to stock such a wide range of products to make your job easier – from
cleaning ﬂuids to cloths and wipes, we have everything you need to make cleaning a breeze.
Keeping your washrooms hygienic is an important aspect of cleaning in the workplace, and our range will help you
to keep the washroom areas clean and fresh.

Industries
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Cleaning Range
Uri-bug™ 5L
SKU: C L 0 0 2 7

Uri-Bug is an innovative product we have developed and has undergone
extensive screening and testing. It's a product that contains 500 million
colony forming bacteria which create a bioﬁlm to surfaces where it is
applied. Uri-bug contains enzymes called uricase and protease which
break down bad bacteria like uric salts that are produced in urine, and
protease that help the good bacteria digest proteins as soon as they
come into contact. Uribug prevents build up of limescale, pipe
blockages and eliminates the foul odours often experienced in men's
washrooms. With its pleasant menthol fragrance, your washrooms will
not only smell clean but will be clean and protected.

Uri-bug™ 750ml Spray
SKU: C L 0 0 2 8

Uri-Bug is an innovative product we have developed and has undergone
extensive screening and testing. It's a product that contains 500 million
colony forming bacteria which create a bioﬁlm to surfaces where it is
applied. Uri-bug contains enzymes called uricase and protease which
break down bad bacteria like uric salts that are produced in urine, and
protease that help the good bacteria digest proteins as soon as they
come into contact. Uri-bug prevents build up of limescale, pipe
blockages and eliminates the foul odours often experienced in men's
washrooms. With its pleasant menthol fragrance, your washrooms will
not only smell clean but will be clean and protected.

Uri-bug™ Blue 5L
SKU: C L 0 01 7

Uri-Bug is an innovative product we have developed and has undergone
extensive screening and testing. It's a product that contains 500 million
colony forming bacteria which create a bioﬁlm to surfaces where it is
applied. Uri-bug contains enzymes called uricase and protease which
break down bad bacteria like uric salts that are produced in urine, and
protease that help the good bacteria digest proteins as soon as they
come into contact. Uri-bug prevents build up of limescale, pipe
blockages and eliminates the foul odours often experienced in men's
washrooms. With its pleasant menthol fragrance, your washrooms will
not only smell clean but will be clean and protected.

19
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Range

Uri-bug™ Blue 750ml Spray
SKU: C L 0 01 8

Uri-Bug is an innovative product we have developed and has undergone
extensive screening and testing. It's a product that contains 500 million
colony forming bacteria which create a bioﬁlm to surfaces where it is
applied. Uri-bug contains enzymes called uricase and protease which
break down bad bacteria like uric salts that are produced in urine, and
protease that help the good bacteria digest proteins as soon as they
come into contact. Uribug prevents build up of limescale, pipe
blockages and eliminates the foul odours often experienced in men's
washrooms. With its pleasant menthol fragrance, your washrooms will
not only smell clean but will be clean and protected.

Multi Purpose Cleaner 5L
SKU: C L 0 0 2 8

A surface cleaner degreaser manufactured for its deep cleaning
capability on concrete, marble, tiles, and much more hard surfaces.
Powerful additives within the formulation, break down and disperse
soiling with ease. A highly concentrated, versatile cleaner & degreaser
product. An excellent ﬂoor cleaner additive for scrubber dryer machines
when cleaning ingrained oil from concrete ﬂoors.

Green Pine Disinfectant 5L
SKU: C L 0 0 2 3

General purpose disinfectant exhibiting a broad spectrum of activity
against gram positives and gram-negative organisms. Manufactured
with surface active material and pine oil derivatives. Leaves behind a
fresh pine fragrance. Suitable for a range of hard surfaces. Can be
diluted to speciﬁc needs. Suitable for a range of hard surface areas. Can
be diluted for a speciﬁc need. Safe to use around children and pets.

Marble & Stone Cleaner 5L
SKU: C L 0 01 8

Marble and stone are produced from a selected blend of ionic and
non-anionic surfactants for general hard surfaces and ﬂoors. Being a
neutral product it is ideal for regular maintenance and in use leaves a
noticeable distinct fresh odour. This product may be used by manual or
machine application. Used at the correct dilution ﬁnal rinsing is not
required.
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Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner 5L
SKU: C L 0 01 8

Uri-Bug is an innovative product we have developed and has undergone
extensive screening and testing. It's a product that contains 500 million
colony forming bacteria which create a bioﬁlm to surfaces where it is
applied. Uri-bug contains enzymes called uricase and protease which
break down bad bacteria like uric salts that are produced in urine, and
protease that help the good bacteria digest proteins as soon as they
come into contact. Uribug prevents build up of limescale, pipe
blockages and eliminates the foul odours often experienced in men's
washrooms. With its pleasant menthol fragrance, your washrooms will
not only smell clean but will be clean and protected.

Window and Glass Cleaner – 1L
SKU: C L 0 0 2 3

For use on mirrors, glass and stainless steel.Non-smear formula. Quick,
easy and ready to use. Grease dispersal formula. Fast acting and low
foaming. Powerful Cleaning Action. Non-Acidic. Flammable. Ready to use
with a spray nozzle.
Voted #1 Window and Glass Cleaner 2018 - Current Service Client Base

Janitorial Equipment
Sku

PD2001
PD2001
PD2001
PD2001
PD2001
PD2001
PD2001
PD2001

Title

Sweeping Brush
Dish Cloths
Micro Fibre Cloths
Yellow Dusters
Heavy Duty Scourers
Mops
Buckets
Wringers

Description

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

Price

Disposable Workwear
Sku

PD3002
PD3004
PD3001
PD3003
PD4001
PD2005
PD2006
PD2007
PD2008
PD2001
PD2002
PD2003
PD2004

Title

Plastic Aprons
“
”
“
”
“
”
Over Shoes
Latex Gloves
”
“
”
“
Polythene Gloves
Vinyl Gloves
”
“
”
“
”
“

Description

1000x Blue
1000x Red
1000x White
1000x Yellow
1000x Blue
100x Extra Small
100x Large
100x Extra Large
100x Extra Small
100x Small
100x Medium
100x Large
100x Extra Large

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

Price

Cleaning
Range
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Disposable Bags
Black Refuse Sacks
A true essential product for all environments, our black plastic waste
bags are strong and durable. Made of high-quality plastic, these reliable
bags will be suited to almost any waste needs in any environment.
Available in a range of sizes, light, medium and heavy use, you can
choose the right bags to suit your needs. Supplied in packs of 200 bags,
you can be sure you are always stocked with the right bags for your
waste management needs.
PD1001 - Light - 475x711x952mm
PD1002 - Medium - “ ” “
PD1003 - Heavy - 508x864x1168mm

Clear Compactor Sacks
SKU: C L 0 0 2 8

Our clear bags are the ideal waste bag for many environments and can
be used for a wide range of purposes. We suggest these might be a
good option for recycling materials due to their transparency which
allows for internal vision. These bags come supplied in packs of 100 per
box and are very large, wide and strong. The heavy-duty nature lends
itself to a huge range of uses within waste management.

Sanitary Bin Liners

SKU: PD0001

These sanitary bin liners are ideal for reducing the soiling of sanitary
disposal bins. Impregnated with enzyme killing bacteria to aid the easy
breakdown of matter which lasts up to 8 weeks, along with an eﬀective
deodorizer.
Sanitary bin liners completely erase the need to use additional powders
or chemicals within the bins and are completely environmentally
friendly, biodegradable material. Supplied as rolls of 25 bags, these are
designed to ﬁt any sanitary unit measuring up to 25L.

Tiger Bags
SKU: PD10007

Our yellow and black striped tiger bags are speciﬁcally designed for
non-infection hygiene waste, such as that from the medical, veterinary or
other hygienic environments. When waste such as these is clearly
identiﬁed with the tiger stripe, clinical or non-infectious waste can be
disposed through landﬁll along with other waste, which can mean
signiﬁcant savings to the user. The yellow and black stripe make waste
easy to separate. Perfect for waste which does not pose a risk of
infection.
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Orange Clincal Waste Bags
SKU: C L 0 0 2 8

Our orange clinical waste bags are designed speciﬁcally for the safe
disposal of clinical waste. The orange colour indicates that the waste
may be recycled, allowing for easy separation from traditional clinical
waste bags which require incineration. These bags have a large capacity
of up to 5kg and are supplied in boxes of 100 (4 rolls of 25 bags). These
orange clinical waste bags are clearly printed with UN markings to
signify clinical waste contents, allowing you peace of mind that you are
disposing of your waste safely and eﬀectively.

Yellow Clinical Waste Bags
SKU:

Yellow clinical waste bags for disposal of infectious waste containing
chemicals or pharmaceutical medicines. Suitable for category A waste
including disposal of items contaminated with VHF type illnesses,
including Ebola (rare in UK). Bags meet all UN, UK Department of Health
and NHS requirements and must be securely sealed to minimise the risk
of spillages during handling. Infectious waste including swabs &
dressings, soiled cotton wool, tissues & blue roll/couch roll, soiled
gloves and aprons, incontinence pads and nappies. IV lines and ﬂuid
bags contaminated with pharmaceutical medicines, syringe bodies and
disposable metallic parts.

Cytotoxic Waste Bags
SKU:

Purple cytotoxic waste bags for the disposal of cytotoxic and cytostatic
waste of the following categories: H6: Toxic; H7: Carcinogenic; H10: Toxic
for reproduction; H11: Mutagenic. Healthcare facilities producing
cytotoxic and cytostatic waste are required to segregate and dispose of
this waste type separately from other clinical and non-clinical waste
streams.
Infectious or non-infectious waste contaminated with cytotoxic or
cytostatic medicines, e.g. swabs & dressings, cotton wool, tissues & blue
roll/couch roll, gloves and aprons. IV lines and ﬂuid bags contaminated
with cytotoxic or cytostatic medicines.

Anatomical Waste Bags
SKU:

Anatomical waste from operating theatres requires special containment
and must be stored, transported and disposed of as hazardous waste to
ensure that there is no risk to human health or to the environment.

Disposable
Workwear
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Hand Care
Providing eﬀective and hygienic washroom products is important for home and commercial environments. Our
range of skin and surface care products will keep your staﬀ clean, hygienic and safe when us in the washroom and
other facilities.

Soaps
Sku

Title

HCC0001
White Liquid Soap
HCC0005 Anti-Bacterial Liquid Soap
HCC0003
Pink Pearlised Soap

Hand Sanitisers
Sku

Highly Durable Material
Our dispensers are made from double ABS plastic
which is tough enough to withstand even the most
heavy handed of users.
Reduce Costs
Waste dramatically reduced with our smart
non-drip pumps.
Locking System
The locking system on our dispensers is an
excellent tamper deterrant meaning only those
with permission can access.
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Title

HCC0006
Hand Sanitiser
HCC2001
Gel Hand Sanitiser
HCC2002 Clip-on Hand Sanitiser
HCC0009 Hand Sanitiser Refill Pouch

Body Wash
Sku

Title

HCC0004 Luxury All Over Bodywash
HCC0007
Barrier Cream
HCC0008 Reconditioning Cream

Dispensers
Cartridge Dispenser
SKU: H C C 0 01 5

We have combined a next-generation dispenser design
with luxurious soaps, promoting maximum hygiene and
leaving hands clean. Durable, sealed cartridges ensure
optimum hygiene at all times.
This is available in a manual dispenser only. Dispensers are
available in a white ﬁnish, with white and chrome colour
inserts available.
Key Features:
• Vandal proof
• Strong
• Durable
• Embedded Bioguard

Dispenses:
• Gel Hand Sanitiser
• Antibac Foam Soap
• Luxury Foam Soap

Bulk Fill Dispenser
SKU:

The SFX soap dispenser, through its sleek design and
‘push to dispense’ system, is a unique soap dispenser
oﬀering optimal hand hygiene. Hands stay hygienic and
clean long after washing. Soap options available are;
Luxury Foam, Luxury Liquid, Anti-Bacterial Foam and one
instant hand gel is available that is self-drying and
designed to reduce the growth of micro-organisms on
hands in locations where water is not available or needed.
Key Features:
• Modern, sleek design
• Vandal proof
• Strong
• Embedded Bioguard

Dispenses:
• Foam Antibac
• Gel Hand Sanitiser
• Luxury Pink Soap

Soap
Dispensers
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Hand Drying
At Hygienic Concepts, we stock a range of hand drying systems, both electric hand driers and roller towel cabinets,
depending on your requirements. Our hand drying systems come in a range of styles so there is sure to be one that
ﬁts in with your washroom.
Up to 90% of costs reduced compared to other systems. No more ordering, storing, reﬁlling or disposing of products. Dryers are robust and stylish with very short drying times and low rated power delivery. Some dryers are as
littler as 1.2kw so are very eﬃcient.
The customer does not need to maintain the product in any way. There are no items to reﬁll or replace. Our service
engineers will install and maintain periodically to ensure no problems occur.

Industries
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Hand
Drying

Turbo Xtreme
WHITE SKU: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H D 0 0 01
CHROME SKU: . . . . . . . . . . . H D 0 0 0 2

A breakthrough in technology, the Turbo Xtreme is three
times faster than conventional hand dryers and is currently
one of the most economical and energy eﬃcient hand
drying solutions on the market.
The Turbo Xtreme is green rated, with it using one-ﬁfth of
the energy that a conventional dryer uses. The hand dryer
also has a choice of ﬁnishes depending on your
requirements.
Key Features:
• Provides a staggering 92 uses for 1 pence
• Dries hands in 10 - 15 seconds
• Auto power off after 1 minute
• Noise reduction nozzle
• Auto sensor activated
• Vandal proof

Speciﬁcation:
• 320 x 293 x 175 (W x D x H)
• Operates at 1800W
• 4.3kg
• Wind speed >60M/S
• Air temp 22°c - 54°c. (Hands 50-120mm distance)

Turbo
Xtreme
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Viper Blade
WHITE SKU: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H D 0 0 01
SILVER SKU: . . . . . . . . . . . H D 0 0 0 2
S AT I N R E D S K U : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The Hygienic Concepts Viper Blade hand dryer is slim and
compact, so it leaves more room in your washroom. The
powerful motor leaves end users hand dry in 10 seconds
whilst remaining quieter than similar dryers currently on the
market.
Unique ‘V’ shaped design which dries each hand
independently from the other. Light up display on the front
of the unit helps users when using. This hand dryer comes
in three ﬁnishes: white, silver and satin red.
Key Features:
• Countdown Display
• Water Collection Drip Tray
• 2 Jet streams of air
• Hands are dry in 10 seconds
Speciﬁcation:
• 241 x 140 x 395mm (W x D x H)
• Operates at 1000W
• 3.3kg
• Wind speed 95M/S

Jet Blade
SKU: H D J F 0 0 01

The Jet force is a stream style eco hand dryer with dual rows of high
speed jet ﬂow that literally blows moisture from hands. The J-Force
eco is a modern hand dryer that incorporates a unique blue dry zone
and countdown timer display to indicate to users where to position
their hands before drawing them out over a 10 second period. The
moisture is then dispersed into an easy to remove drip tray, this
keeps ﬂoors dry and hazard free; this is particularly important in
heavy use washrooms.
The Jet Force eco hand dryer also has an anti-bacterial ﬁlter to help
reduce debris, dirt and bacteria from entering the hand dryer. The
Jet Force eco hand dryer can be set to as little as 750 watt rated
power. Only where the room temperature is cold may it be necessary to engage the heater element for additional comfort. On the low
energy setting uses just 2.92 watts per dry. The airﬂow is an impressive 212mph or 95m/s which is roughly equivalent to the top speed
of a F1 car, however thank fully the noise is not comparative, at just
76db! The Jet Force ‘blade’ style eco hand dryer uses less than 3.3g
of carbon per dry on the 750w setting. It is also RoHs compliant and
uses approximately 70% less energy than a conventional hand dryer.
Speciﬁcation:
• 330 x 220 x 685 (W x D x H)
• Operates at 750W
• 11kg
• Wind speed 95M/S
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Blade

Key Features:
• Countdown Display
• Water Collection Drip Tray
• 2 Jet streams of air
• Hands are dry in 10 seconds

Compact Razor
WHITE SKU: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H D 0 0 01
SILVER SKU: . . . . . . . . . . . H D 0 0 0 2
S AT I N R E D S K U : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The Compact Razor is an excellent hand dryer perfect for
small washrooms. The hand dryer produces a low wind
speed making it child friendly. Due to the low wind speed
this also means a low db is given.
The compact razor is robust and easy to use. The dryer also
has an on/oﬀ swith built into the side of the unit. This allows
users in education to reduce costs when the dryer is not
needed.

Key Features:
• On/oﬀ built in switch
• Compact robust
• Quiet air flow
• Hands are dry in 15 - 20 seconds
Speciﬁcation:
• 241 x 140 x 395mm (W x D x H)
• Operates at 1000W
• 3.3kg
• Wind speed 95M/S

Cotton Roller Towel
SKU: H D J F 0 0 01

The Integra Ellipse cotton roller towel cabinet is ideal for the busiest
of washrooms. It is a highly reliable hand drying system and has a
proven ultra robust mechanism. This unit also has a lockable cabinet
to prevent unauthorised access. The Integra Ellipse provides many
beneﬁts while delivering a ‘comfort like home’ hand drying experience for the customer. This cabinet delivers 200 portions of clean
towel from a standard 40m towel.
Key Features:
• Lockable Cabinet
• 40M Towel
• 200 Portions of clean towel
• Ideal for busy washrooms
• Blue and white towel service available

Compact
Razor

www.hygienicconcepts.co.uk
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Paper Products
Having a continuous supply of quality toilet tissue in any washroom environment is essential. For cleaning up spills
and mess, or providing eﬀective washroom tissues, Hygienic Concepts has a great selection of paper products
ready to help you maintain the clean and safe environment in your workplace.
Our range of paper products includes toilet tissues, large paper rolls and heavy duty paper wipes, helping you to
keep a stock of useful cleaning aids with you on the job. Available to ﬁt a wide selection of paper dispensers, you
are sure to ﬁnd the paper products you require here at Hygienic Concepts.

Industries
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Paper
Products

Toilet Roll Dispensers
Maxima Ellipse
SKU: P P D 1 0 0 8

Maxima Ellipse is a reserve roll toilet roll dispenser ideal for
high traﬃc environments. The unit accommodates any toilet
roll with a core diameter of 56-62 mm and with an external
diameter up to 280mm. Maxima Ellipse incorporates
intelligent features for service such as a special shield which
automatically prevents access to the new roll until the
original roll is ﬁnished. Thanks to this feature paper savings
of up to 20% can be enjoyed.
Maxima Ellipse also includes features such as a practical
inspection window to show when a reﬁll is required and a
removable braking system which aids consumable control
and minimises waste.
Key Features:
• Save up to 20% paper
• Inspection window
• High traffic
• Vandal proof

Gemini

SKU: H D J F 0 0 01

Gemini is a dual roll toilet paper dispenser which ensures
continuity of paper supply and provides high volume in a
compact unit. Gemini is ideal for low to medium traﬃc
environments and accommodates any toilet roll with a core
diameter between 28 and 45mm and with an external
diameter up to 140mm. The unit incorporates intelligent
features for service such as a special shield which
automatically prevents access to the new toilet roll until the
original roll is ﬁnished and so reduces paper consumption.
Gemini also includes the signature transluscent elliptical
front insert to show when a reﬁll is required and a removable
braking system which aids consumable control and
minimises waste. The unit is also available with a selection of
customised inserts and in Hygienic Concepts range of
attractive ﬁnishes.

Key Features:
• Inspection window
• Low/Medium traffic
• Vandal proof

www.hygienicconcepts.co.uk
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Jumbo Ellipse
SKU: D M 0 01 1

Jumbo Ellipse is a mini jumbo toilet roll dispenser ideal for high to
medium traﬃc environments. The unit accommodates any roll with a
core diameter of 56-62mm and with an external diameter up to 280mm.
Features such as a practical inspection window have been incorporated
to aid service while a removable braking system enables consumable
control and minimises waste.
Key Features:
• Inspection window
• High/Medium traffic
• Vandal proof

Standard Professional Pro Touch
SKU: P P 0 0 0 6

Standard Professional house hold 330 sheet Toilet Rolls from Hygienic
Concepts are a professional quality 2 ply white soft but strong and thick
toilet tissue oﬀering micro impressions creating a soft, textured, high
quality touch. The size of the core diameter at 50mm suits almost all
makes of standard toilet roll dispenser (also available separately from
Hygiene Concepts, please see below). Each roll has 330 sheets
measuring 110 x 92 mm and are supplied in 9 x packs of 4.
Key Features:
• 36 Rolls per pack
• 320 Sheets per roll
• 2ply soft tissue
• Standard household toilet roll

Micro Jumbo Roll
SKU: P P 0 0 01

Micro Jumbo Toilet Rolls from Hygienic Concepts are a superior quality 2
ply soft white toilet tissue. The size of the core diameter is 42 millimeter.
Each roll is 100 meter supplied in packs of 24.
Key Features:
• 24 Rolls per pack
• 277 Sheets per roll
• 2ply soft tissue
• 100 Metres per roll
• Compatible with the Gemini dispenser

Mini Jumbo Toilet Roll
SKU: P P 0 0 0 2

Mini Jumbo Toilet Roll from the Hygienic Concepts range are hygienic,
easy to use 2 ply. Most cost eﬀective roll systems for servicing high
usage areas. They oﬀer very high quality soft but supremely strong paper
which makes them ideally suited for even the busiest washroom. The
core diameter is 60mm, so making them compatible with almost all
standard dispensers (see the Hygienic Concepts range, available separately). The roll size is 150 x 90mm and they come in packs of 12.
Key Features:
• 12 Rolls per pack
• 416 Sheets per roll
• 2ply soft tissue
• 150 Metres per roll
• Compatible with the Jumbo & Maxima dispenser
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Proform Maxi Jumbo Toilet Roll
SKU: P P 0 0 0 3

Proform Jumbo Toilet Roll is one of the many products Hygienic
Concepts hold in their wide range of janitorial service supplies. The rolls
are an economical source of superior quality 2 ply soft white toilet tissue.
The core is 60mm and so will suit standard dispensers. The length of
the tissue is 300m, and they come in packs of 6.
Key Features:
• 6 Rolls per pack
• 833 Sheets per roll
• 2ply soft tissue
• 300 Metres per roll

Coreless One Pull White Toilet Roll
SKU: P P 0 0 0 4

Coreless One Pull Toilet Roll supplied from the Hygienic Concepts is a
hygienic centre pull roll which lasts hours longer than other bulk packs
before a reﬁll needed. Trials have shown this style is very much more
economical, much less tissue consumption than standard jumbo rolls.
Excellent quality white 2 ply. They are coreless, requiring a one pull
dispenser (available separately from Hygiene Concepts). The roll size is
200 x 135mm and they come in packs of 6.
Key Features:
• 6 Rolls per pack
• 112 Sheets per roll
• 2ply soft tissue
• 200 Metres per roll

Paper Towel Dispensers
Prima

SKU: H D J F 0 0 01

Prima is a single sheet dispensing paper towel dispenser for hand drying.
Ideal for light to medium traﬃc environments Prima is reliable and
durable and features a unique paper towel tray designed to reduce
consumable wastage. The unit aids service thanks to a number of
intelligent features including a continual loading system to prevent
paper shortage and a hinged cover for speed of service. Prima is
available in Hygienic Concepts full range of attractive ﬁnishes. Available
in: White, Grey and Chrome.
Key Features:
• Inspection window
• Low/Medium traffic
• Vandal proof

Moirai Auto-cut Dispenser
SKU: D M 0 01 1

Standard blue roll towel is a very versatile product oﬀers a solution to a
multitude of hand drying or cleaning and wiping up needs.. Works by a
touch-less motion sensor or push activated button. Touch-less dispense
the next towel to prevent cross contamination. Supports HACCP
standard operating procedures, by reducing the potential for
cross-contamination and helping reduce the risk of food-borne illnesses.
The Auto-cut dispenser can be manual adjusted to dispense diﬀerent
lengths between 100-300mm of paper towel to suit the surroundings.
Designed to dispense one towel at a time to reduce wastage and
operating costs to reﬁll. The dispenser is made of durable plastic and
Key Features:
• Automatic
• Low/Medium traffic
• Battery or Mains power supplied

www.hygienicconcepts.co.uk
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Paper Towels
C-Fold Green Paper Towels
SKU: P P 2 0 01

C-Fold Green Paper Towels – All professional changing room/washrooms require good quality but economical paper hygiene products.
Hygienic Concepts supply the most popular and traditional form of hand
towel available on the market today. Our green 1ply folded towels come
2850 per box and each towel is 230 mm x 310 mm. They are easy to load
into a dispenser or for side use.
Key Features:
• 15 Sleeves per box
• 190 Towels per sleeve
• 1ply
• 2850 Towels per box

C-Fold White Paper Towels
SKU: P P 2 0 0 2

All professional changing room and washrooms require good quality, but
economical paper hygiene products. Hygienic Concepts supply the
most popular and traditional form of hand towels available on the market
today. Our white 1 ply folded paper towels are easy to load into a
dispenser or can be used simple out of the box.
Key Features:
• 15 Sleeves per box
• 190 Sheets per sleeve
• 1ply
• 2850 towels per box

Blue Interleaf Paper Towels
SKU: P P 2 0 0 3

This is one of the top paper products supplied by Hygienic Concepts
from their very extensive range. Suitable for all changing room
environments, these blue 1 ply towels are a traditional solution for any
washroom and are designed to automatically dispense the next towel to
prevent cross contamination. The towels are textured for extra
absorbency. Sheet size 250mm x 210mm.
Key Features:
• 20 Sleeves per box
• 252 Sheets per sleeve
• 1ply
• 5000 Towels per box

Z-fold White Paper Towels
SKU: P P 2 0 0 4

This is one of the most traditional and popular paper products supplied
by Hygienic Concepts from their extensive range. Designed for all
washroom and changing room situations, these Z-fold white 2 ply towels
are a traditional solution for any washroom and automatically dispense
the next towel to prevent cross contamination. They are textured for
higher absorbency and are packed 3000 towels per box.
Key Features:
• 20 Sleeves per box
• 150 Sheets per sleeve
• 2ply
• 3000 towels per box
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Centrefeed Rolls
Blue Standard Centrefeed
SKU: P P 1 0 0 2

Standard Blue Centrefeed Rolls from Hygienic Concepts, this very
versatile product oﬀers a solution to a multitude of hand drying or
cleaning and wiping up needs. It is heavy duty 2-ply blue paper which
has been embossed for much greater absorbency.Embossing increases
the strength and absorbency of a paper towel while decreasing the
stiﬀness. It can be can be used for mopping up spills as well as the
application of cleaning products and is especially eﬀective for drying
hands. The rolls are 100m x 180mm with a core 60mm / 2.25”.
Key Features:
• 6 Rolls per pack
• 2ply Wiper Roll
• 150 Metres per roll

Blue Enigma Centrefeed
SKU: P P 1 0 01

Blue Enigma Centrefeed Roll – Our more ‘fancy’ version of the standard
centre feed, this roll is softer, stronger and more absorbent. It is just one
of the range of products that Hygienic Concepts hold in comprehensive
range of janitorial supplies. The rolls oﬀer an economical and versatile
solution to many diﬀerent needs in all kinds of environments.
Key Features:
• 6 Rolls per pack
• Easy pull out core
• 2ply Wiper Roll
• 125 Metres per roll

White Standard Centrefeed Roll
SKU: P P 1 0 0 3

Standard White Centre Feed Rolls from Hygienic Concepts, this very
versatile product oﬀers a solution to a multitude of hand drying or
cleaning and wiping up needs. It is heavy duty 2-ply blue paper which
has been embossed for much greater absorbency.
Key Features:
• 6 Rolls per pack
• Easy pull out core
• 2ply Wiper Roll
• 150 Metres per roll

Hygiene Couch Roll

White:P P 3 0 0 2 Blue:H R B L 0 0 0 2

The 2 ply blue or white 20” couch rolls from Hygienic Concepts come
individually wrapped for additional hygiene protection and they have a
perforated section for ease of use in any circumstances. Size 40m roll x
46mm core.
Key Features:
• 24 Rolls per pack
• 111 Sheets per roll
• 2ply soft but strong
• 40 Metres per roll

Paper
Towels
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Matting Solutions
Choosing the correct ﬂoor mats to suit your speciﬁc business requirements is essential in helping to protect and
prolong the life of your ﬂooring whilst helping to prevent the risk of trips and slips occurring within your workplace.
Placing the correct type of ﬂoor mats in the right locations means cleaner and less hazardous ﬂoors.
Hygienic Concepts provides expert advice and oﬀers a comprehensive range of ﬂoor mats to suit any purpose.
Whether you require ﬂoor mats for your reception, industrial workshop, food preparation area or bar, Hygienic
Concepts has a solution to suit your every need.
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Indoor Mats
Phoenix Dust Mat
SKU: C L 0 01 8

Designed as a superior dust control barrier, our Obex® Matting Solution
oﬀers unparalleled protection against the dirt and moisture that
pedestrians can track into a building. Stop up to 80% of dust, dirt and
moisture entering your building. These mats are strong and durable and
look great in reception areas and oﬃces. Our dust mats come in a range
of sizes to ﬁt all areas of your business. Available in a range of colours.
Key Features:
• Plush, Phoenix ﬁbre carpet for better absorption and colour fastness
• All-rubber backing means long lasting performance and maximum
durability
• Available in smooth backing for hard surfaces or gripper backing for
carpeted surfaces

Ecoguard
SKU: C L 0 01 8

Made from 99.9% post-consumer recycled material. EcoGuard is our
most eco-friendly and ecologically responsible mat ever. The carpeted
surface is constructed from 100% post-consumer PET plastic bottles
whilst used tyres provide the recycled all rubber backing. EcoGuard
allows us to control dust and dirt inside, whilst protecting the world
outside. Available in a range of colours.
Key Features:
• Carpeted surface is made from 100% post consumer recycled drinking
bottles
• Durable crumb rubber backing is wear-resistant
• Bi-level construction traps dirt below surface

Waterguard
SKU: C L 0 01 8

WaterGuard Classic Mats are the most popular entrance mats in the
industry. Due to their raised square or "waﬄe" like pattern, these entrance
ﬂoor mats are very aggressive in scraping shoes clean of dirt, debris and
water. The WaterGuard mat also features a water dam border that can
hold up to 1.5 gallons/square yard of water. Available in a range of
colours.
Key Features:
• Rubber reinforced polypropylene carpet ridges traps dirt and
water and includes 24 oz ﬁbres for superior absorbency
• 100% Rubber backing for maximum durability
Indoor
Mats
• Recommended as an indoor mat but substitutes as an outdoor
mat in warm to moderate climates

www.hygienicconcepts.co.uk
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Indoor Scraper Mat
SKU: C L 0 01 8

The Cleanstep Logo Scraper Mat is 100% rubber and provides a
functional alternative to carpet topped mats. Tough and durable, this
mat will hold dirt and spills whilst continuing to display a vibrant logo.
Suited to both full colour digital print and spot colour artwork, the
CleanStep Logo Scraper Mat is both functional and durable.
Key Features:
• Protect your ﬂooring by clearing dirt and moisture from shoes as it
enters your building
• Traps moisture and debris below walking surface
• All-rubber construction for maximum durability

Utility Mats
Safety Chef (Bounce Mat)
SKU: C L 0 01 8

The Hygienic Concepts Rubber bounce mat is perfect for use in busy
commercial kitchens & bars, with a 15% nitrile construction for extra
grease resistance. Bounce matting oﬀers joint relief for staﬀ, helping to
keep ankles, knees, hips and backs comfortable when standing for long
periods. Featuring drainage holes to ensure liquids can safely drain away
and a sloped edge for use with trolleys and carts, the rubber ﬂooring is a
practical and safe addition to any kitchen, bar or food preparation area.
Key Features:
• Anti fatigue
• Rubber
• Safe addition for kitchens & bars
• Prevents glass from shattering

Versa Lite
SKU: C L 0 01 8

Increase safety and reduce worker fatigue with the Versa-Lite mat.
Resistant to grease, oil and water, the Versa-Lite also beneﬁts from
anti-microbial properties. Suction cup backing prevents mat movement
whilst providing anti-fatigue qualities. Drainage holes allow for liquid to
pass through and the bevelled edges provide additional workplace
safety.
Key Features:
• Oil, water and grease-resistant
• Non-slip surface
• Suction cup backing helps keep mat in place

Triple Flex Flow & Scrape
SKU: C L 0 01 8

Increase safety and reduce worker fatigue with the Triple-ﬂex Flow mat.
Resistant to grease, oil and water, this mat has anti-microbial properties.
Oﬀset backing provides additional softness and support. Drainage holes
allow liquid to pass through, and bevelled edges provide additional
safety.
Key Features:
• Oil, water and grease resistant non-slip surface
• Great for an indoor or outdoor environment
• Bevelled edges help prevent slips, trips and falls
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Utility
Mats

Outdoor Mats
Clean Step Scraper
SKU: C L 0 01 8

Scraper mats are perfect for outside any environment. Made from
anti-slip rubber, it is perfect for outside homes or commercial properties.
A major beneﬁt to the outdoor scraper mat is its durability. This heavy
duty mat is 7mm thick and has bevelled edges as an additional safety
measure to reduce the risk of trips and falls. Remove grit and heavy dust
particles, including snow and sand.
Key Features:
• Superior moulded tread aggressively scrapes shoes clean and traps
debris in the base of the mat
• All-rubber construction for maximum durability
• Textured backing keeps mat in place

Active Scraper
SKU: C L 0 01 8

Systematic parquet square pattern (each rotated 90°) to remove dirt and
handle multi-direction traﬃc. Deep channels and drainage holes to keep
dirt and moisture away from shoes. Flexible blades to scrape shoes and
add anti-fatigue properties. Bevelled edges allow for easy transition from
ﬂoor to mat. Sandpaper backing for superior grip on concrete surfaces.
Key Features:
• Parquet square pattern
• Deep channels and drainage holes
• Sandpaper backing for superior grip

Logo Matting
SKU: H D J F 0 0 01

Combine your company logo or personal design with the
functional dust control beneﬁts of a mat. Let your entrance
matting convey your corporate identity, a speciﬁc message
or simply say 'Welcome'. Personalised doormats create a
visually attractive and unique entrance whilst protecting
against the damaging eﬀects or dirt, grit and dust.
Key Features:
• Personalised to suite you
• Protects against dust, dirt and moisture
• Customer brand awareness

Matting Solutions Service Pack
The Hygienic Concepts service pack includes the installation
of all mat types in any area of your business.
Unclean mats are replaced with clean mats on a monthly
basis. Your organisation is never left without ﬂoor protection.
Custom mats are also replaced in the same way ensuring
your organisation always looks clean, tidy and fresh.
Outdoor
Mats
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Air Care
We provide a variety of Air Freshening Systems within our janitorial supplies ranges, each with their own unique way
of working to their optimum environment.
A clean, hygienic washroom is greatly enhanced by a fresh and pleasant smell. Our Aerosol, Oil and Solid Gel
Systems are designed to neutralize unpleasant smells, control unavoidable odours and deliver a fragrance that
freshens and enhances your washroom 24 hours a day.
Not all Air Fresheners are speciﬁcally designed for washrooms. Some are also designed to work well in changing
rooms, receptions and oﬃces etc. Each work in their own way to tackle diﬀerent malodours.

Industries
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Intensity

Microburst
Microburst Dispenser
SKU: A F D 8 0 0 2

This is our most popular air freshening system. The
Microburst uses smart chip technology to deliver small
blasts of fragrance at speciﬁc intervals throughout the day
to keep malodours at bay. Dispensing our 100ml
compressed aerosol it disperses and evaporates directly
into the air. The dispenser can be programmed to
complement the customers’ requirements with a choice of
hours of operation, start and end times and day oﬀ feature.
A full range of fragrances are available.
Key Features:
• Smart chip technology
• Battery
• 100ml
• Programmable

AFD8003

AFD8004

Microburst Fragrances
Cranberry

SKU:

AF0012

Sweet and fruity,
classic cranberry
delivers a beautiful
fragrance, rich with ripe
cranberry, ideal for
front-of-house areas
and washrooms alike.

Micro
Blast

www.hygienicconcepts.co.uk
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Lemon Sherbet

SKU:

AF0013

SKU:

AF0014

SKU:

AF0011

SKU:

AF0015

Classic lemon sherbet
delivers an intense
fragrance, combining
ripe lemon zest and
powerful clean citrus
notes.

Mandarin
A delicious and
rounded fragrance,
balancing the full
notes of ripe mouth
watering oranges with
sweet mandarin, to
deliver an intensive
mandarin blast.

Cosmopolitan
A beautiful balanced
fragrance,
cosmopolitan delivers a
breath of fresh fruity
fragrance, ideal for
feminine environments.

Courageous
An intense masculine
fragrance ideal for
sports facilities and
washrooms, classic
courageous delivers a
powerful fragrance
blast.
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Micro
Blast
Fragrances

Oil Cell - Enhancing smaller interior environments.
Oil Cell Dispenser
SKU: A F D 1 0 01

The Oil Cell promotes clean and fresh ambience in an
environmentally friendly way. Operating without batteries, the
high quality fragrance is accurately dispensed without the use of
propellants or added Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs). The
components of the reﬁll are completely recyclable.
The fuel cell creates hydrogen with the fragrance chamber. With
the formation of each molecule of hydrogen, it forces (pushes) an
equal volume of fragrance out of the chamber. Natural air ﬂow
distributes the fragrance throughout the room.
Conventional gel systems lose their fragrance intensity during the
life of the reﬁll. With the revolutionary Oil Cell, this remains
constant – delivering a consistent level of fragrance throughout
the 60-90 days reﬁll life, covering an area up to 6,000 cubic feet.
Key Features:
• 90 Days of continuous freshness
• No batteries no plugs
• 48ml
• Low traffic environments
AFD1003

AFD1002

Oil Cell Fragrances
Polar Mist

SKU: A F 1 0 0 6

Fruit Crush

A fresh ﬂoral fragrance,
reminiscent of delicate
lily, rose and cyclamen,
enhanced with fruit
notes.

A powerful and
invigorating sweet
fragrance, designed to
deliver lavender, mint
and musk into all
washrooms.

Crystal Breeze

SKU: A F 1 0 0 3

SKU: A F 1 0 0 4

Blue Splash

A powerful and
invigorating sweet
fragrance, designed to
deliver lavender, mint
and musk fragrance
kick to washrooms.

SKU: A F 1 0 0 1

A fresh fragrance
accord with hints of
cool watery marine and
clean fresh air notes.

Oil
Cell

www.hygienicconcepts.co.uk
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Tropical Sunrise

SKU: A F 1 0 0 5

Tropical summer days
and island getaways.
Sweet notes punctuate
the fragrance of ripe,
pineapple, guava,
mango and
passion-fruit.

Citrus Mix

SKU: A F 1 0 0 2

A sharp shot of citrus
zest delivering a
punchy hit of
refreshing orange,
grapefruit and lemon
ﬂavours to washrooms
and problem fragrance
areas.

Solid Plus - Enhancing large interior environments.
Solid Plus Dispenser
SKU: A F D 3 0 01

Solid Plus is a large space fragrance system. It releases high
quality fragrances continually and consistently to large interior
spaces, creating a positive user experience in areas such as
casinos, gyms, hotels, reception areas and conference rooms.
Solid Plus reﬁlls work by utilizing ceramic cartridge technology
instead of an aerosol reﬁll, providing total user control of output
and intensity. The ceramic cartridge blocks are 100%
biodegradable and environmentally friendly, while being safe to
handle and easily replaceable.
Key Features:
• Environmentally friendly
• Mains operated
• Cartridge life of up to 4 weeks
• 100% Biodegradable
• Non hazardous
• Fragrance coverage of up to 500 cubic metres

Solid Plus Fragrances
Citrus Mango
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Oil
Cell
Fragrances

SKU:.....................................

A shot of citrus,
delivering a punchy hit
of refreshing mandarin
and pomelo ﬂavours to
washrooms.

Azure

SKU:.....................................

A classical aldehydic
scent with rich jasmin
and ylang
ylang supported with
vanilla sweet musk and
cedarwood.

Bergamot & Sandalwood

SKU:.....................................

Fresh top notes of
citrus lemon with a
woody base making
this an alluring aroma.

Sea Salt & Bamboo

SKU:.....................................

An aroma of sea salt
and notes of bamboo.
Taking visitors to the
coast along a
windswept shore.

Sweet Pea & Wisteria

SKU:.....................................

Delicate blooms
accented with hints of
peony, rose & jasmine is
brought to life by the
bright & energetic notes
of wisteria

Lavender & Geranium

SKU:.....................................

A powerful and
invigorating sweet
fragrance, designed to
deliver lavender, mint
and musk fragrance
kick to washrooms.

Solid Plus

www.hygienicconcepts.co.uk
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Vibe

SKU:.....................................

Vibe® Dispenser
SKU: A F D 8 0 0 5

Vibe Fragrances
Bergamot & Sandalwood

Vibrating Mesh Technology is where a mesh/membrane,
with numerous laser drilled holes, vibrates at the bottom of
the reservoir, and thereby pressures out a mist of very ﬁne
droplets through the holes. VIBE® and VIBE® PLUS air care
dispensers from Vectair Systems are the latest creations and
ﬁrst of their kind to utilize Vibrating Mesh Technology.
This technology is more eﬃcient than having a vibrating
piezoelectric element at the bottom of the reservoir,
thereby a shorter air care coverage time is also achieved –
so you fragrance a room more quickly and for longer, using
less of the reﬁll than in a piezo version. Unlike heavier aerosol droplets
which fall within minutes, the ‘VMT’ micro particles in the VIBE® fragrances
are much smaller and lighter, remaining airborne for many hours.
Key Features:
• 90 Days of continuous freshness
• Eﬃcient
• Green Credentials
• Available in: White-white/white-chrome/black-chrome

SKU:.....................................

Sweet Pea & Wisteria

Fresh top notes of
citrus lemon with a
woody base makes this
an alluring aroma.

Sea Salt & Bamboo

SKU:.....................................

The freshness of crunchy sea salt
is wrapped in oceanic and marine
notes to transport you to the
seashore.

Apple Orchard

SKU:.....................................

A spicy rich, indulgent
aroma with hints of
cinnamon, apple &
velvety vanilla.
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Solid Plus
Fragrances

SKU:.....................................

This sweet fragrance of delicate
blooms accented with hints of
peony, rose & jasmine is brought
to life by the bright & energetic
notes of wisteria

Citrus Mango

SKU:.....................................

This fruity cocktail combines a
burst of citrus peel and juicy
berries, with a hint of lively lime, a
punch of peach and mango
musk.

Cucumber Melon

SKU:.....................................

A delicate crush of cucumber
with a calming hint of melon
creates a rejuvenating spa like
scent.

Prozone - The storm in a box.
Prozone Dispenser
SKU: A F D 4 0 01

“Harnessing nature’s power, bringing outdoor freshness indoors –
Prozone® cleans and rejuvenates the air we breathe and
refreshes the atmosphere”
The action of high energy discharges in lightening on oxygen in
the atmosphere produces ozone. Our Prozone units recreate this
natural process.
The ozone produced by our Prozone units destroys harmful
micro-organisms when it comes into contact with them, better
than any other janitorial supplies.
These micro-organisms produce unpleasant smells. The ozone
neutralises these unpleasant smells by breaking down the
malodorous compounds that cause them, as well as killing up to
99.5% of airborne viruses. Even the most inaccessible areas can be
penetrated by ozone as it is a gas.
Hygienic Concepts provides installation of the product and regular
replacement of the ﬁlter to ensure you remain satisﬁed and your
washrooms are not ﬁlled with harmful micro-organisms and
unpleasant smells.
Key Features:
• Environmentally friendly
• Mains operated
• Destroys harmful micro-organisms

Prozone – “The Storm In a Box”

Air Freshening Systems Service Pack
The Hygienic Concepts air freshening solutions service pack
includes the installation of all air freshening units in all areas of
your business, also including the replenishment of fragrances.
Customers can choose from our wide range of dispensers and
fragrances. All units are tried and tested before, during and after
installation.
We provide a 24 hour call out service to be used whenever units
are not working in the correct manner or have run out before our
next visit (highly unlikely).

Prozone

www.hygienicconcepts.co.uk
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Water Coolers
Hygienic Concepts supply a broad range of water coolers varying in price and features. Our water coolers provide
safe drinking water to businesses and people throughout the UK. We are committed to providing a unique service
supplying water cooling systems and as a result our supply chain has enabled us to be able to supply these
systems throughout the UK (nationwide) for only a small delivery charge. By working closely with our distributors
and courier services, Hygienic Concepts are also able to provide a unique service, but a cost eﬀective one as part of
their janitorial supplies.
Our mains fed water coolers with the latest water cooler technology oﬀer an all-round solution to hydrating staﬀ in
the work place. Customers do not need to worry about carrying or lift heavy water bottles. In the process, money is
saved.

Industries
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b2

SKU: W C B 2 0 0 0 1

The B2 is a great looking mains water fed (POU) water dispenser. The strength of this range lies
in it’s simple yet highly reliable design. Hygienic Concepts Direct Chill uses clever technology to
chill water instantly. We recommend this system for more demanding environments because of
its optimum dispense performance and unrivalled hygienic qualities.
Superior to the gravity fed ‘Reservoir’ system, ‘Direct Chill’ technology chills water on demand
for the ultimate drinking experience. All POU (Point of Use) water coolers should be sanitised
regularly and ﬁlters should be changed every 6 months. Please note this machine doesn’t
include an integral cup dispenser.
Power Requirements
Hertz 50/Volts 220 - 240
Max Power Consumption
Chilled & Ambient 100W
Chilled & Hot 545W

Chilled Temperature
Chilled & Ambient Min 4°c/Max 11°c
Direct Chill Min 2°c/Max 11°c
Hot Temperature
Max 92°c
Throughout Ltrs Per Hour
Chilled 22 / Hot 6

Dimensions
Floor-standing
Counter-top
Dispense height

WxDxH
325 x 380 x 1060mm
325 x 380 x 475mm
185mm

Water Options

Chilled

Ambient

Hot

Recommended Environment

Hospitality Healthcare Education

Oﬃces

Leisure

b2
Water
Cooler
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b3

SKU: W C 3 0 0 0 1

The b3 direct chill water cooler features wide array of new technologies such as touch panel
button controls, integrated cup dispenser, premium POU dispenser and a high capacity, auto-lit
dispense area.
Hygienic Concepts POU & direct chill b3 is an ideal companion for commercial, domestic and
industrial use and can come fully serviced under the Hygienic Concepts water cooling service
plan. The b3 is a classic water cooler, re-imaged with a larger, illuminated dispensing area. The
ergonomics of this beautiful machine provides ease of use when dispensing. The simplicity
allows the user to dispense hot, chilled and ambient water temperatures at any time of the day
with no heavy lifting or bending.
Power Requirements
Hertz 50/Volts 220 - 240
Max Power Consumption
Chilled & Ambient 100W
Chilled & Hot 550W
Chilled, Ambient & Hot 550W
Chilled, Hot & Sparkling 640W
Chilled, Ambient & Sparkling 140W

Chilled Temperature
Min 2°c/Max 11°c
Hot Temperature
Max 92°c
Throughout Ltrs Per Hour
Chilled 22 / Hot 6

Dimensions
Floor-standing
Counter-top
Dispense height

Water Options

Chilled

Ambient

Hot

Sparkling

Recommended Environment

Hospitality Healthcare Education
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WxDxH
325 x 380 x 1060mm
325 x 380 x 475mm
210mm

b4

SKU: W C 4 0 0 0 1

The b4 direct chill water cooler features wide array of new technologies such as touch panel
button controls, integrated cup dispenser, premium POU dispenser and a high capacity, auto-lit
dispense area.
Hygienic Concepts POU & direct chill b4 is an ideal companion for commercial, domestic and
industrial use and can come fully serviced under the Hygienic Concepts water cooling service
plan. The b3 is a classic water cooler, re-imaged with a larger, illuminated dispensing area. The
ergonomics of this beautiful machine provides ease of use when dispensing. The simplicity
allows the user to dispense hot, chilled and ambient water temperatures at any time of the day
with no heavy lifting or bending.
Power Requirements
Hertz 50/Volts 220 - 240
Max Power Consumption
Chilled & Ambient 100W
Chilled & Hot 500W

Chilled Temperature
Min 2°c/Max 11°c
Hot Temperature
Max 92°c
Throughout Ltrs Per Hour
Chilled 22 / Hot 6

Dimensions
Floor-standing
Counter-top
Dispense height

WxDxH
320 x 470 x 1325mm
320 x 470 x 415mm
255mm

Water Options

Chilled

Ambient

Hot

Sparkling

Recommended Environment

Hospitality Healthcare Education

Oﬃces

Leisure

• Available in table top form

• Large dispense
area

Dispense into:
• Gym Bottles
• Jugs
• Kettles
Plus more!

b4
Water
Cooler
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b5

SKU: W C 5 0 0 0 1

The latest addition to the Hygienic Concepts water cooler range, bringing a fresh, unique look
with its distinctive fountain tap and spacious base cabinet in one innovative design. Unlike
anything else in the market, this premium POU cooler stands at 1.3 metres tall with two integral
cup dispensers and a fully-open, fully-lit dispensing area.
The open styling of this water cooler makes for a great talking point and encourages interaction
among its users. It is one of our most popular designs and will suit almost any environment, with
its sleek looks and unique features. The b5 is simple to use and maintain and is built to last.
Flexible water options allow users to dispense hot, chilled and ambient temperatures.

Power Requirements
Hertz 50/Volts 220 - 240
Max Power Consumption
Chilled & Ambient 100W
Chilled & Hot 825W

Chilled Temperature
Min 2°c/Max 11°c
Hot Temperature
Max 92°c
Throughout Ltrs Per Hour
Chilled 22 / Hot 6

Dimensions
WxDxH
Floor-standing 520 x 415 x 1310mm
Dispense height 250mm

Water Options

Chilled

Ambient

Hot

Sparkling

Recommended Environment

Hospitality Healthcare Education
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Fleet

SKU: W C 0 0 0 1

The Fleet cooler oﬀers reliability alongside optimum performance. The ﬂeet cooler incorporates
direct Chill and Ice bank technology to oﬀer excellent performance and simple sanitation
methods. With a choice of water options including: Ambient and Chilled, Chilled and Hot, Cold
Hot and Carbonated the Ebac ﬂeet will oﬀer customers the perfect drinking experience every
time.
Customers have easier access to water with the higher level dispense point no stooping or
bending is required to dispense water. The duplex dispense nozzle prevents contamination
customers ﬁngers and hands can never come into direct contact with the point of water
dispense.
Power Requirements
Hertz 50/Volts 220 - 240
Max Power Consumption
Chilled & Ambient 115W
Chilled & Hot 500W

Chilled Temperature
Min 0°c/Max 10°c
Hot Temperature
Max 95°c
Throughout Ltrs Per Hour
Chilled 6 / Hot 9

Dimensions
WxDxH
Floor-standing 365 x 350 x 1125mm
Dispense height 990mm

Water Options

Chilled

Ambient

Hot

Sparkling

Recommended Environment

Hospitality Healthcare Education

Oﬃces

Leisure

Fleet
Water
Cooler
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FMax

SKU: W C 0 0 0 4

The FMax from Hygienic Concepts is our latest ﬂeet watercooler that combines impeccable
reliability with exceptional performance, with a variety of features and available at a price that
oﬀers considerable value for money.
The Cassette WaterTrail makes perfect sanitisation easier than changing an ink cartridge in a
modern printer, and you can also oﬀer customers a watercooler that provides them with an
award-winning insulated Hot Tank which is 30 times more eﬃcient than ordinary coolers.

Power Requirements
Hertz 50/Volts 220 - 240
Max Power Consumption
Chilled & Ambient 115W

Chilled Temperature
Min 0°c/Max 10°c
Hot Temperature
Min 86°c/Max 94°c

Dimensions
Floor-standing

WxDxH
260 x 390 x 1100mm

Water Options

Hot

Chilled

Ambient

Recommended Environment

Hospitality Healthcare Education
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Slimcool Domestic
SKU: W C 0 0 0 2

One of the neatest watercoolers you’ll ﬁnd, the Slimcool is ideal for domestic use. It measures
only 30cm across and uses a standard Brita ﬁlter to dispense fresh, clean water whenever you
need it. Save your money on bottled water and choose the Slimcool instead!
Allow your family easy hydration with your own watercooler. Using Brita water ﬁlters to produce
clean and delicious water, you can have chilled water at the touch of a button. Dispensing
chilled and ambient water, whilst taking up minimal space and saving you money in the long
term.

Power Requirements
Hertz 50/Volts 220 - 240
Max Power Consumption
Chilled & Ambient 115W

Chilled Temperature
Min 0°c/Max 10°c

Dimensions
Floor-standing

WxDxH
200 x 200 x 9550mm

Water Options

Chilled

Ambient

Recommended Environment

Home

Oﬃces

Slimcool
Water
Cooler
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Water Cooler Replacements
Replacement Water Filter ScaleGard Pro
SKU: AP2-C401-SG

ScaleGard Pro ﬁlters are designed to protect water
coolers from scale build up. They are designed to
prevent hard scale formation in the watercooler
tanks that result in poor quality water dispensing,
downtime and expensive service calls for repairs.
• Reduce chlorine taste
• No more sediment and scale
• Better ﬂow rates
• Fresh water for longer!
• Sanitary Quick Change technology

Brita Maxtra water filter
SKU: W C 7 002

Pack of 3 Brita Maxtra water ﬁlters. These cartridges
remove lime scale, chlorine and other unsavoury
impurities, leaving you with crisp tasting, purer water
every time. These ﬁlters are compatible with the
Slimcool Water Cooler.
• Slimcool Compatible
• Removes Lime Scale
• Pack of 3
• Plastic

Slimcool Water Trail
SKU: WC 7 0 0 1

Our removable Water Trail replaces all water contact
parts, and is the only system available to oﬀer true
100% sanitisation every time. Water trails should be
used every 6 months to ensure full sanitisation.
• Removable.
• 100% Sanitisation.
• Change every 6 Months.
• Less than 60 seconds to change.

Water Cooler Service Plan
Hygienic Concepts supply a broad range of water coolers varying in price and features. Our
water coolers provide safe drinking water to businesses and people throughout the UK. We are
committed to providing a unique service supplying water cooling systems and as a result our
supply chain has enabled us to be able to supply these systems throughout the UK
(nationwide) for only a small delivery charge. By working closely with our distributors and
courier services, Hygienic Concepts are also able to provide a unique service, but a cost
eﬀective one as part of their janitorial supplies.
Our mains fed water coolers with the latest water cooler technology oﬀer an all-round solution
to hydrating staﬀ in the work place. Customers do not need to worry about carrying or lift heavy
water bottles. In the process, money is saved.
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Rubbermaid
Hygienic Concepts have joined forces with Rubbermaid® to bring you innovative, high-quality products that help
simplify life.
Rubbermaid products can be found almost everywhere including mass retail, hardware and home centre stores,
warehouse clubs, supermarkets, drug stores, department stores and speciality stores.
Within this category, you will ﬁnd products that are perfect for all industries that we provide products and services
to, plus many more.
Contact us for more information or enquiries on all Rubbermaid products our fully trained team are here to help!

Industries

Education

Hospitality &
Leisure

Cleaning Solutions
Safety Solutions
Material Handling
Waste Management
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Cleaning Solutions
PRO MICROFIBRE CLOTHS
SKU: R M 0 0 9 5

Professional Microﬁber cloths are strong surable and
continue to remove dust, dirt and other microbes, wash
after wash. Use wet, damp or dry allows for easy cleaning.
Key Features:
• 99.9% removal of microbes
• 100 Launderings with Bleach (Bleach safe)
• Superior Cleaning Performance

HYGEN MICROFIBRE CLOTH
SKU: R M 0 0 9 7

Durable microﬁbre double-ﬁnished edges cloths for zig-zag
scrubbing strips, they are great for absorption and picking
up debris. Can be laundered up to 200 times with bleach
(500 without bleach) and they are both sanitiser and bleach
safe.
Key Features:
• Color coded products help reduce cross
contamination by diﬀerentiating area of use.
• Patent pending zig-zag scrubbing strips
and high-quality knitting for better
absorption and debris pickup.
• Durable up to 500 launderings. Bleach
safe.
• Cleans 25% better than conventional
microﬁber and traditional cotton cloths
• Yellow

Rubbermaid:
Cleaning
Solutions
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HYGEN MICROFIBRE GLASS CLOTH
SKU: R M 0 0 9 8

Lint-free, nonabrasive Rubbermaid glass & mirror cloths
eliminate streaking and absorb nearly seven times their
own weight in liquid.
Key Features:
• Microﬁber glass cleaning cloths, 12 blue cloths
• Color-coded cloth helps prevent cross-contamination
• Better absorption with zig-zag scrubbing strips
• Double-ﬁnished edges provide durability and shape retention
• Durable up to 500 launderings
• Bleach safe
• Hypoallergenic, lint-free, nonabrasive
• Blue

HYGEN MICROFIBRE GLASS/MIRROR MITT
WITH THUMB SKU: R M 0 0 9 8
Use this light Rubbermaid HYGEN blue microﬁber glass
and mirror mitt with a thumb to polish windows, mirrors, or
other glass to a streak-free shine! With just a simple swipe
of this highly absorbent mitt, dirt and grime won’t stand a
chance.
Key Features:
• Mitt design covers your hand for quick and eﬃcient cleaning
• Ideal for polishing glass or mirrors
• Densely packed, 3 -5 micrometre, microﬁber
• Highly absorbent
• Streak-free clean

HYGEN MICROFIBRE DUSTING MITT WITH
THUMB SKU: R M 01 01
Dusting hard-to-reach areas, cracks, and crevices is a
breeze with this mint-coloured green Rubbermaid HYGEN
microﬁber dusting mitt with the thumb. The soft,
non-abrasive construction of this mitt will delicately clean
appliances and furniture, and its positively-charged ﬁbres
(13 mm pile microﬁber) attract dust so you can ﬁnish
cleaning quickly and spend more time tending to your
customers.
Key Features:
• Mitt design covers your hand for quick and eﬃcient cleaning
• Ideal for dusting hard to reach locations
• Densely packed, 13 mm pile microﬁber

HYGEN MICROFIBRE ALL PURPOSE MITT
WITH THUMB SKU: R M 0 0 9 9
Scrub delicate pans, polish furniture, clean up spills, and
more with this Rubbermaid HYGEN green all-purpose
microﬁber mitt with the thumb! Useful in any cleaning
application, this double-sided mitt attracts wet or dry dust
and dirt, which means you spend less time cleaning and
more time tending to your customers’ needs.
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Key Features:
• Best-in-Class Microﬁber delivers superior cleaning
performance and durability.
• Dense 3 – 5-micrometre quality ﬁbre removes more dust,
dirt and microbes than conventional cleaning products.
• Color coded products help reduce cross contamination
by diﬀerentiating area of use.
• Green
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HYGEN MICROFIBRE HIGH ABSORBENCY
WET MOPSKU: R M 0 0 8 3

This wet mop features patented zig-zag scrubbing strips for
cleaning tough, dried on stains. It reduces water
consumption up to 90% versus traditional damp mops. 40
cm wet mops are colour-coded with four ribbons, help
reduce the risk of cross-contamination. It has a Velcro
attachment system. High absorbency mop holds up to 0.7
litres of liquid.
Key Features:
• Patented zig-zag scrubbing strips
• Reduces water consumption up to 90% versus traditional
damp mops
• Velcro attach system

HYGEN MICROFIBRE WET MOP
SKU: R M 0 0 8 4

Cleaning ﬂoors has never been easier with the Rubbermaid
microﬁbre pulse mop pad, a microﬁbre mop head that
attracts dust and debris whilst remaining kind towards
surfaces. Create a superior ﬂoor cleaning mop that yields
professional and impressive results.
Key Features:
• For use with the Rubbermaid Pulse Mop
• Non-abrasive
• Blue

HYGEN MICROFIBRE DUST MOP
SKU: C P 3 0 0 5

The Rubbermaid Commercial HYGEN Microﬁber Dust Mop
Pad is a high-pile and looped ﬂoor mop. These ﬂoor mops
are made from 100% microﬁber to hold larger dust particles
and debris mechanically and electrostatically. These ﬂoor
mop pads are safe for laundering. Advanced hook and loop
backing holds mop pad securely to the microﬁber mop.
Key Features:
• Premium split ﬁbres clean 45% better than traditional ﬂoor mops
• High-pile, looped construction grabs and holds dust and dirt
• Double-ﬁnished edge retains mop shape
• Color-coded for food service industry use
• Green

HYGEN MICROFIBRE DUST MOP 90 CM
SKU: C P 3 0 0 4

100% microﬁber dust mop collects and holds large dust
particles, debris and dirt mechanically and electrostatically
for superior dusting results. Microﬁbers ensure outstanding
dust and microbe removal from all types of cleaning
surfaces.
Key Features:
• 100% microﬁber dust mop collects and holds large dust particles,
debris and dirt mechanically and electrostatically for superior dusting
results
• Microﬁbers ensure outstanding dust and microbe removal from all
types of cleaning surfaces
• Advanced hook-and-loop backing holds up under harsh laundering
conditions and attaches pads more securely
• Double ﬁnished edges retain mop shape with use over time
• Green

www.hygienicconcepts.co.uk
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HYGEN MICROFIBRE SCRUBBER MOP 40 CM
SKU: R M 0 0 8 2

The Rubbermaid microﬁbre scrubber is designed for use
with the Pulse mop, helping you to clean tiled and uneven
ﬂooring with ease. Featuring patented blue scrubbing strips
for cleaning tough stains in and on grooves, this microﬁbre
scrubber is ideal for use in busy commercial
establishments, oﬀering a quick and eﬀective means of
cleaning.
Key Features:
• Mops are colour-coded with 4 ribbons, help to reduce the
risk of cross-contamination
• Velcro attach system
• Durable up to 500 launderings (up to 200 with bleach)

QUICK-CONNECT FLEXIBLE DUSTING WAND
SKU: R M 0 0 9 1

Eﬀectively extends reach and removes soil from high and
awkward places. Velcro type assembly and elastic band
keep sleeve well fastened. 20 ﬂexible wand conforms to
irregular surfaces for easy cleaning. High-pile sleeves reach
into crevices eﬀectively removing dust, dirt and grime.
Quick connect mechanism converts handheld duster to
high reach tool.
Key Features:
• Flexible
• Washable
• Strong and durable

QUICK-CONNECT FLEXIBLE DUSTING WAND
Black SKU: R M 0 0 8 9
Rubbermaid dusting wand is of Velcro-type assembly and
elastic band keep sleeve well fastened. This Wand has a
quick connect mechanism which converts this handheld
duster to an extended cleaning tool.
Key Features:
• 20” ﬂexible wand conforms to irregular surfaces for easy cleaning.
• High-pile sleeves reach into crevices eﬀectively removing dust, dirt
and grime.
• Quick connect mechanism converts handheld duster to high reach
tool.
• Replacement sleeves available for added product life.
• Black

HIGH PERFORMANCE MICROFIBRE
REPLACEMENT SLEEVE SKU: R M 0 0 9 2
Replacement for Flexible Dusting Wand with
High-Performance Microﬁbr
Key Features:
• Can be dry or damp
• Safe for MRI rooms
• Size: L530 x W80 x H25mm
• Sold in Packs of 6
• White
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WAND DUSTER MICROFIBRE REPLACEMENT
SLEEVE SKU: R M 0 0 9 0

Wand duster microﬁbre replacement sleeve.
Hook-and-Loop type assembly and elastic band keep
sleeve well fastened. Dusting Wand Sleeve (Green) – can
be used dry only. 100% cut-end microﬁbre. Extremely
durable, the sleeves can withstand 500 washing cycles at
90 degrees and 500 drying cycles at 60 degrees, 200
cycles with bleach.
Key Features:
• Dry use only
• Durable
• Easy to attach
• Green

HIGH LEVEL DUSTING PACK
SKU: R M 0 074

Clean faster and more eﬀectively with the Rubbermaid
High-Level Dusting Kit, designed to help you eliminate dust
and dirt in those hard to reach places. From high ledges to
windowsills and the top of storage units or shelving, keep
your establishment dust-free at all times with this sturdy
extendable dusting kit. Content includes: 1 x short extension
handle, 1 x ﬂexible dusting wand, 2 x wand duster
high-performance microﬁbre sleeves.
Key Features:
• Material Microﬁbre
• Weight 1.05kg
• Pack includes 1 x short extension handle, 1 x ﬂexible dusting wand, 2
x wand duster high-performance microﬁbre sleeves
• Flexible wand conforms to irregular surfaces for improved cleaning
• Extremely durable sleeves can withstand up to 500 wash cycles
• Can be used dry or damp

HIGH LEVEL GLASS CLEANING PACK
SKU: R M 0 07 5

Make glass cleaning a safer, easier and more eﬀective
practice with the Rubbermaid High-Level Window Cleaning
Kit. The patented arc shape draws dirt and debris to the
centre for better pickup, and the quick connect extension
handle minimises the need for step stools or ladders to
improve safety.
Key Features:
• Telescopic handle
• Microﬁbre
• Suitable for Regular and irregular surfaces
• Wash up to 500 times or 200 with bleach

PULSE AND 2 MOPS SET
SKU: R M 0 07 9

With over half a litre of detergent inside the slim reservoir
attached to the shaft of the mop, there’s no need for a
bucket! Detergent is dispensed onto the ﬂoor from the
reservoir in three jets, by pressing a trigger on the handle,
and then eﬀortlessly cleans over 80 square metres in each
ﬁll.
Key Features:
• Capacity 600 ml
• Dimensions 1480(H) x 124(W) x 94(D)mm
• Output 80m2 per 600ml of ﬂuid
• Weight 1.7 kg
• Supplied with 2 microﬁbre mop heads, 1 reservoir & 1 aluminium mop frame
• Ideal for spot cleaning & small areas
• Detergent reservoir carries 600ml
www.hygienicconcepts.co.uk
• Plastic & aluminium construction
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FLOW BACKPACK
SKU: R M 0 0 8 0

Industry-ﬁnest Microﬁbre, onboard reservoir, and
user-controlled release of solution mean more eﬃcient
cleaning and lower labour costs.
Key Features:
• Ideal for a spot cleaning and to clean anywhere you cannot take a
bucket.
• Holds 5.6 Litres for cleaning up to 820m2 of the ﬂoor surface. The 7.5cm
diameter opening makes reﬁlling clean and easy.
• Backpack features venting channels to improve airﬂow and reduce
moisture on the back while wearing.
• Chest and waist straps distribute weight onto users hips instead of
shoulders reducing user strain.

RUBBERMAID PULSE MOPPING KIT
SKU: R M 0 078

With over half a litre of detergent inside the slim reservoir
attached to the shaft of the mop, there’s no need for a
bucket! Detergent is dispensed onto the ﬂoor from the
reservoir in three jets, by pressing a trigger on the handle,
and then eﬀortlessly cleans over 80 square metres in each
ﬁll.
Key Features:
• Capacity 600 ml
• Dimensions 1480(H) x 124(W) x 94(D)mm
• Output 80m2 per 600ml of ﬂuid
• Weight 1.7 kg
• Ideal for spot cleaning & small areas

RUBBERMAID PULSE CADDY
SKU: R M 0 0 8 1

The Rubbermaid PULSE Caddy is designed to be securely
transported in Rubbermaid Cleaning Carts for eﬃcient on
the go reﬁlls. When the Pulse is used in conjunction with
the Caddy, it allows 1000m2 of ﬂoor cleaning.
Key Features:
• Help reduce labour costs and improve worker productivity and
well-being.
• Ideal for spot cleaning and to clean anywhere where you can not
take a bucket.

40CM ALUMINIUM MOP FRAME
SKU: C P 3 0 0 3

Rubbermaid HYGEN TM Quick-Connect frames feature a
ﬂat proﬁle that slides easily under furniture and
equipment.For Use with the Rubbermaid Microﬁbre High
Absorbency Mop, Rubbermaid Scrubber Mop and the
Rubbermaid Ergonomic Telescopic Handle.
Key Features:
• Strong, lightweight aluminium construction
• Velcro type feature enables quick attachment of the mop to the frame.
• Smooth surface allows water to run oﬀ easily-dirt and germs have no
place to gather
• Dimensions: WxDxH: 610x113x38mm
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90CM ALUMINIUM MOP FRAME
SKU: C P 3 0 0 2

Quick-connect frame featuring a ﬂat proﬁle that slides
easily under furnature and equiptment. Trapezoidal shape
improves cleaning in corners and other hard-to-reach
areas. Lightweight aluminium construction is safe for MRI
rooms. Replaceable hook and loop strips attach all HYGEN
™ Microﬁbre damp and dust mops. Rounded plastic end
caps help protect walls and furnature.
Key Features:
• Strong
• Lightweight aluminium construction
• Velcro type feature enables quick attachment

ERGONOMIC TELESCOPIC MOP HANDLE
115 – 186 CM SKU: C P 3 0 01
Quick-Connect Handles and Pole make cleaning more
eﬃcient in every area of your facility. The Quick-Connect
mechanism allows easy, time-saving frame exchange.
Lightweight aluminium construction is safe for MRI rooms.
Non-slip tip – When placed against a wall helps prevent the
handles from sliding and falling
Key Features:
• Large comfortable grip.
• 115 cm extends to 186 cm
• Compatible with Rubbermaid Dusting Wand

LARGE EXTENSION POLE 182.9 – 548.6 CM
SKU: R M 0 0 8 8

Rubbermaid HYGEN™ Quick-Connect Handles and Pole
make cleaning more eﬃcient in every area of your
facility.The Quick-Connect mechanism allows easy,
time-saving frame exchange.
Key Features:
• Lightweight aluminium construction is safe for MRI rooms.
• Handles available in straight or ergonomic bend styles, in adjustable
lengths from 115 cm to 186 cm.
• Extension poles make quick work of high-reach cleaning tasks, with lengths
up to 548.6 cm.

STRAIGHT EXTENSION HANDLE 48-72”/
121.9 – 182.9 CM SKU: R M 0 0 8 6
Oﬀered in straight and ergonomic bend styles, in ﬁxed and
adjustable lengths.
Key Features:
• Lightweight aluminium construction for improved
productivity.
• One-step connecting mechanism speeds mop assembly
and changeover.
• User-friendly grip makes handle more comfortable to
use.
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SHORT EXTENSION HANDLE 50.8 –
101 CM SKU: R M 0 0 8 5

Rubbermaid HYGEN™ Quick-Connect Handles and Pole
make cleaning more eﬃcient in every area of your
facility.The Quick-Connect mechanism allows easy,
time-saving frame exchange.
Key Features:
• Lightweight aluminium construction is safe for MRI rooms.
• Handles available in straight or ergonomic bend styles, in
adjustable lengths from 115 cm to 186 cm.
• Extension poles make quick work of high-reach cleaning tasks,
with lengths up to 548.6 cm.

QUICK CART SMALL
SKU: R M 0 0 6 3

This practical commercial cleaning cart boasts a strong,
aluminium telescopic handle, as well as robust ball-bearing
wheels that make moving the cart easy, comfortable and
quiet, no matter how full and heavy it is.
Key Features:
• Capacity 13.6kg
• Dimensions – external 432(H) x 363(W) x 419(D)mm
• Dimensions – internal 368(H) x 317(W) x 406(D)mm
• Weight 5.6kg
• Constructed of durable, heavy-duty materials to withstand daily use
• Discreet appearance

QUICK CART MEDIUM
SKU: R M 0 0 6 2

The durable and stylish janitorial quick cart from
Rubbermaid is the industry’s best mobile cart solution,
designed and engineered with the user in mind, with
time-saving features that help cleaning staﬀ maintain guest
rooms, lobbies and public areas quickly and eﬃciently with
ease and comfort.
Key Features:
• Water, oil and stain repellent. Treated with Teﬂon fabric protector to
repel water, oil and stains
• Heavy-duty kick plate
• Aluminium telescoping handle

QUICK CART LARGE
SKU: R M 0 0 6 1

This practical commercial cleaning cart boasts a strong,
aluminium telescopic handle, as well as robust ball-bearing
wheels that make moving the cart easy, comfortable and
quiet, no matter how full and heavy it is. To help maintain
safety and hygiene, the inside of the cart is treated with
Teﬂon® and can be removed for easy cleaning or
replacement.
Key Features:
• Heavy-duty kick plate
• Aluminium telescoping handle
• Robust ball bearing wheels
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CLEANING WAND
SKU: R M 01 0 8

The Rubbermaid Cleaning Wand is suitable for cleaning up
most types of spills with ease and comfort. The long metal
pole negates the need for bending or user contact with
spillages, helping staﬀ members to stay safe, and the
practical loop at the top of the handle makes hanging and
storing the wand easy.
Key Features:
• Strong
• Durable
• Galvanised black metal pole
• Soft double moss squeegee foam

LOBBY BROOM
SKU: R M 0 073

Ideal for one-handed cleaning under tables, ﬁxtures and
hard to reach areas. Ideal for use in malls, restaurants and
lobbies. Tough polypropylene with ﬂagged bristles trap ﬁne
particles. Will not stain, discolour or absorb odours. Can be
used wet or dry.
Key Features:
• Strong
• Durable
• Easy to use
• Black

LOBBY PRO DUST PAN
SKU: R M 0 07 1

The Lobby Pro dustpan without lid is perfect for collecting
dirt and debris without the need to bend or kneel. The
dustpan is a great addition to all industries with its
ergonomic design.
Key Features:
• Handheld Dust Pan with ergonomic design.
• Dust Pans with handle perfect for spot cleaning without bending, for
use with lobby brooms.
• Durable rear wheels improve wear resistance.

LOBBY PRO DUST PAN WITH LID
SKU: R M 0 070

Lobby Pro Wet/Dry Spill Pan from Rubbermaid. Suitable for
cleaning up wet or dry spills without the need to bend or
kneel. The two-litre pan has a wide sloping front end which
collects spills easily and a drop-oﬀ which will not allow
liquids to leak back out onto the ﬂoor. The replaceable
rubber blade contours to uneven ﬂoor surfaces to ensure
liquids do not ﬁnd their way underneath the pan.
Key Features:
• Ideal for use in shopping centres, restaurants, schools, hotels etc
• Self-opening and closing lid conceals dirt and debris
• Durable rear wheels improve wear resistance
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LOBBY PRO WET / DRY SPILL PAN
SKU: R M 01 07

Contoured base retains liquids, rubber front blade ensures
liquids go into the pan and not underneath it.
Key Features:
• Uniquely shaped Spill Pan keeps liquids from spilling back out and has a
70.4 oz (2 L) capacity.
• Squeegee Cleaning Wand moves liquids into Spill Pan with a soft natural
double moss blade.
• Spill Pan has an indented footrest allowing for secure placement while
keeping hands free.
• When used with a broom it is ideal for spot cleaning and dry material spills.
• Black

BRUSHLESS MECHANICAL SWEEPER
SKU: R M 0 076

A very versatile sweeper, the Rubbermaid mechanical
brushless sweeper has non-marking rubber blades that
eﬀectively sweep up, dust, debris and spills from a variety
of ﬂoor surfaces. This versatile and practical design allows
for speedy cleaning in any room of any catering
establishment, from cafes and restaurants to bars and
hotels.
Key Features:
• Dimensions 76/1118(H) x 241(W) x 266(D)mm
• Material Galvanised steel & ABS plastic
• Weight 2.22kg
• Low proﬁle for easy access around and under furniture

DUAL ACTION MECHANICAL SWEEPER
SKU: R M 0 07 7

A complete line of commercial sweepers for hard ﬂoors
and carpets. Constructed of durable galvanized steel and
tough ABS plastic. Two types of brushes provide maximum
cleaning and versatility. Soft rubber wheels and brushes
conform to the ﬂoor surface. Designed for large debris as
well as smaller crumbs and dirt.
Key Features:
• Two types of brushes provide maximum cleaning and versatility
• Dual debris pans with one-touch cleaning doors
• Soft rubber wheels and brushes conform to ﬂoor surface
• Wide 7.5-inch sweep path with protective bumper
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Safety Solutions

2 SIDED WET FLOOR SIGN
SKU: R M 0 0 8 4

Lightweight and versatile, this A-frame sign has a “caution”
message in English, French and Spanish, helping to prevent
slips, trips and falls. This sign has a folding design, with a
handle for easy transport. The easy to clean and robust
plastic construction makes this sign perfect for busy
catering establishments such as restaurants and cafés.
Key Features:
• Dimensions 673(H) x 279(W) x 380(D)mm
• Yellow
• Multiple languages
• Folds for easy storage

EXECUTIVE MULTI-LINGUAL CAUTION SIGN
SKU: R M 01 1 5

Lightweight and versatile caution sign. Foldable for easy
storage. Integrated carry handles. Durable for long product
life. Multi-lingual warning messages in English, French, and
Spanish.
Key Features:
• Foldable for convenient storage and transport on Cleaning Carts or BRUTE®.
• Four-sided sign has the stability of a caution cone with the storage ability of an
A-frame.
• Integrated carry handles provide easy transport and storage on cleaning carts
and in closets.
• Lightweight and durable 4-sided colapsable plastic signs make them easy to
transport.
• Multilingual warning messages in English, French, Spanish, and German
provide eﬀective communication to a broad audience.

POP-UP CONE 50 CM
SKU: R M 01 1 3

The 50cm pop-up caution sign is the perfect addition to
any business with its spring-loaded compact design. Quick
and easy to erect when needed. The storage tube is wall
mountable making it easy to store at diﬀerent points
throughout your building.
Key Features:
• Fantastic spring loaded safety cone for quick use
• Collapses if weight is dropped on it
• Storage tube for compact storage
• Can be wall mounted
• Multi-Lingual WARNING messages
• Yellow
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POP-UP CONE 76 CM
SKU: R M 01 1 4

Safeguarding against slip and fall accidents in high traﬃc
areas like supermarkets, shopping centres and other public
buildings. Highly visible, bright yellow hazard protection
systems. Storage tube for compact storage when not in
use. The clear warning message and bright yellow styling
safely get the message across.
Key Features:
• Fantastic spring loaded safety cone for quick use
• Collapses if weight is dropped on it
• Storage tube for compact storage
• Can be wall mounted
• Multi-Lingual WARNING messages

WOOD SAFETY SIGN - STAINLESS
SKU: R M 01 1 7

Lightweight and versatile, but makes a strong statement
about safety. This wooden safety sign with stainless
provides a strong and durable structure clearly showing
caution in English, Spanish and French. Folding design for
convenient storage or transport on Cleaning Carts and Rim
Caddy.
Key Features:
• Dimensions: 59.7 x 38.1 x 41.3
• Strong
• Robust
• Wood/Stainless Steel

WOOD SAFETY SIGN – BRASS
SKU: R M 01 1 6

Elegant and sophisticated; This wooden caution sign is
designed to work with a wide variety of Rubbermaid
products, helping to make cleaning and waste
management more eﬃcient and safe.
Key Features:
• Durable rubber feet help protect wood ﬁnish from liquids and ﬂoors from
scratches.
• Hardwood ﬁnish with brass plaque provides elegant, upscale appearance.
• Integrated carry handle allows for easy transport, while the folding design
allows for compact storage.
• Brass

SITE SAFETY HANGING SIGN
SKU: R M 01 1 9

Perfect for warning that an area is being cleaned, helping
against slip and fall injuries. Max extension 112cm to ﬁt all
commercial single doorways. Easy to store and easy to use.
Multilingual English / Spanish on one side French and
English on the other.
Key Features:
• Yellow
• Closed Dimensons: W x D x H: 635 x 25 x 330mm
• Open Dimensions (W x D x H): 1120 x 25 x 330mm
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PORTABLE MOBILE BARRIER
SKU: R M 01 1 2

4m. Ready assembled, easy to use, lightweight barrier. 2
non-marking wheels for quick deployment and 4 locking
straps to secure barrier. Designed for indoor use.
Key Features:
• 4M in length
• Yellow
• Strong & Durable
• Indoor use only
• Compact storage

OVER-THE-SPILL REFILL
SKU: R M 01 1 0

The Over the Spill system for quick cleanups of spilt liquids.
Safety is the main concern when a wet ﬂoor occurs. This
system comes with pad holders and reﬁlls.
Key Features:
• Each yellow pad is coded with universal caution symbol and
“Caution Wet Floor” message in English and Spanish.
• Tablet backing is constructed of corrugated plastic and mounts on
ﬂat surface or aﬃxes to ﬂoor sign
• Single pad absorbs up to 12 oz. (0.3 kg) of ﬂuid
• Tear-oﬀ pads are constructed of melt-blown polypropylene for
added strength and absorbency

OVER-THE-SPILL STATION KIT
SKU: R M 01 0 9

Over The Spill Pad Tablet consist of slip-resistant pads used
for quickly covering spills. The tablet backing is made from
corrugated plastic and mounts onto ﬂat surfaces or ﬂoor
signs. The yellow pads have black warning messages and
symbols in English and Spanish. The warning message
reads as Caution Wet Floor. The pads are perforated and
easily removed from the tablet plus they are strong,
absorbent and mildew resistant.
Key Features:
• Durable construction
• Each pad is coded with a Universal caution symbol
• Pads absorb up to 0.34 L of ﬂuid

OVER-THE-SPILL TABLET
SKU: R M 01 1 1

Comprised of absorbent slip-resistant pads, the
Over-The-Spill Pad Tablet is easily mounted to both ﬂoor
signs and ﬂat surfaces. Perforated pads are easily removed
from base whilst a 25 pad capacity saves time and costs for
reﬁlling. Up to 0.34l absorption.
Key Features:
• Bright yellow durable corrugated plastic dispenser
• Mildew resistant
• Mount on any ﬂat surface or 2-sided folding ﬂoor sign
• Perforated pads remove easily from tablet
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Waste Management

Slim Jim Step-On Resin Containers
Front Step Style

Slim Jim Step-On containers constructed with
premium-quality plastic meet the needs of any
environment with eﬃciency, safety, and durability.
Key Features:
• Space saving, 20% smaller footprint versus previous generations
• Silent lid closure minimises noise level
• Commercial grade pedal ensures long product lifecycle
• 90L Front step containers have built-in
wheels

15L

30L

50L

68L

90L

Slim Jim Step-On Resin Containers
End Step Style

Slim Jim Step-On containers constructed with
premium-quality plastic meet the needs of any
environment with eﬃciency, safety, and durability.
Key Features:
• Rigid liner included for end step containers.
• Wide range of colours for waste stream identiﬁcation:
beige, white, red, yellow, grey, black, green & blue.

30L

50L

68L

90L

Special features

Liner Retainer Band
Securely holds
polyliners
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Quiet & Controlled
Durable Pedal
Smooth Surfaces &
Lid Closure
Tested up to 300’000 Cycles Contoured Edges
Reduces noise
Easy to maintain

Internal Hinge Design
Prevents wall damage

90L Front Step
containers have
built-in wheels

Slim Jim Step-On Metal Containers
Front Step Style

Slim Jim Step-On containers with ﬁngerprint-resistant ﬁnish
seamlessly blend into any environment to provide an
aesthetically pleasing and productive refuse solution.
Key Features:
• Space saving, 20% smaller footprint versus previous generations
• Silent lid closure minimises noise level

15L

30L

50L

90L

Slim Jim Step-On Metal Containers
End Step Style

Slim Jim Step-On containers with ﬁngerprint-resistant ﬁnish
seamlessly blend into any environment to provide an
aesthetically pleasing and productive refuse solution.
Key Features:
• Space saving, 20% smaller footprint versus previous generations
• Silent lid closure minimises noise level

30L

50L

90L

GLUTTON RECYCLING STATION
SKU: R M 01 2 3

Support your facility’s recycling program, help reduce
labour costs, and improve worker well-being.
Key Features:
• Contains Post Consumer Recycled Resin (PCR) exceeding EPA guidelines.
• High-capacity, all-in-one centralized solution for eﬃcient waste sortation.
• Provided restrictive-opening tops, symbol label pack, and word label pack
in three languages provide visual cues and encourage compliance.
• Hinged lid allows easy access during emptying.
• Station Includes:
2x Glutton® 56-gallon containers
4x Slim Jim® 23 gallon containers
1x hinged lid frame
8x restrictive-opening tops (4 circles, 2 paper slots, 1 square, 1 triangle)
1x label pack (symbol and word labels in English, French and Spanish)

SLIM JIM WITH VENTING CHANNELS
60LSKU: R M 0 0 2 6
The Slim Jim® container delivers the durability needed for
commercial environments combined with brand new
innovation to increase worker productivity.
Key Features:
• Venting Channels: Make removing liners up to 80% easier, improving
productivity and reducing the risk of worker injury.
• Space-saving proﬁle ﬁts virtually anywhere.
• Bag Cinches: Secure liners around the rim of the container and allows
for quick, knot-free liner changes.
• Available in beige, black and green.
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SLIM JIM WITH VENTING
CHANNELS 87 L SKU: R M 0 0 3 2
Create a custom-made recycling solution for your home or
business with these 87Ltr Slim Jim containers from
Rubbermaid. Available with colour-coded stickers and lids
(sold separately), these recycle bins can be designated for
recycling paper, plastic, bottles or general waste. The Slim
Jims narrow design allows these bins to ﬁt into small
spaces or sit together in sets for a sleek and eﬃcient
recycling station.
Key Features:
• Reinforced rim maintains structural integrity to resist crushing
• Robust rim handles resist tearing and damage during lifting and moving
• Dimensions 762(H) x 279(W) x 510(D)mm

SLIM JIM CUP’ N STACK
(FITS ANY 87 L)SKU: R M 0 0 3 5
A sleek and eﬃcient recycling solution for vending machine
cups to ﬁt Rubbermaid 87Ltr Slim Jims. The lid slants
towards the user for better visibility and includes
pictograms to communicate what goes where. Features
include a slot for disposable stirrers and a 5Ltr reservoir for
liquids with a funnel top to avoid splashing and an overﬂow
safety reserve.
Key Features:
• Holds up to 750 vending machine cups
• Sections can be split for easier cleaning
• Liquid reservoir and cups can be emptied separately

COMMINGLE LID
SKU: R M 0 0 3 3

The Rubbermaid Commingled Waste Lid allows diﬀerent
types of waste to be disposed of together, such as paper,
card and cans for simple and easy waste collection.
Key Features:
• Material Polyethylene
• Weight 0.85kg
• Blue or Green

SLIM JIM RESIN TRAINABLE DOLLY
SKU: R M 0 0 3 1

This highly durable dolly for the Rubbermaid Slim Jim bin
features a side clip-on connection that allows you to link
several dollies together for collection and transportation
purposes. The foot pedal release system makes
disconnecting the dollies quick and easy. A structural foam
construction also ensures maximum durability of the dolly
in busy commercial environments, whilst it also beneﬁts
from strong wheels for use on any surface. Fits both 60 and
87 Litre Slim Jim containers.
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Key Features:
• Reduces carrying and return trips
• Fits both 60 and 87 Litre Slim Jim containers
• Foot pedal release makes it quick and easy disconnect dollies
• Clip-on connection allows you to chain several dollies together
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SLIM JIM STAINLESS STEEL SINGLE
DOLLY SKU: R M 0 0 2 7
Collect and transport waste and recyclables with the new
stainless steel dolly for Slim Jim containers
Key Features:
• 4M in length
• Yellow
• Strong & Durable
• Indoor use only
• Compact storage

SLIM JIM STAINLESS STEEL DOUBLE DOLLY
SKU: R M 0 0 2 8

Easy-to-clean stainless-steel dolly won’t rust or chip in
moist environments. Trolley features 76.20 mm
non-marking quiet casters that allow for smooth and quiet
manoeuvrability. Casters on all dollies lock to create a
stable recycling and waste collection site. The rolling trolley
can carry 60 L and 87 L Vented Slim Jim rubbish bin and
recycling receptacles.
Key Features:
• Easy to transport items
• Easy to clean
• Stainless steel

SLIM JIM STAINLESS STEEL TRIPLE DOLLY
SKU: R M 0 0 2 9

A variety of dolly options for Slim Jim® containers allow for
more eﬃcient collection and transport of waste and
recyclables, increasing worker productivity.
Key Features:
• Constructed of quality stainless steel material that is easy to clean and won’t
rust or chip in commercial environments
• Features 3” non-marking quiet casters that allow for smooth and quiet
manoeuvrability
• Locking feature on casters creates a stable recycling station or collection
site
• Fits both 16- and 23-gallon Slim Jim® containers

SLIM JIM STAINLESS STEEL QUADRUPLE
DOLLY SKU:
A variety of dolly options for Slim Jim® containers allow for
more eﬃcient collection and transport of waste and
recyclables, increasing worker productivity.
Key Features:
• Constructed of quality stainless steel material that is easy
to clean and won’t rust or chip in commercial environments
• Features 3” non-marking quiet casters that allow for
smooth and quiet maneuverability
• Locking feature on casters creates a stable
• Fits both 16- and 23-gallon Slim Jim® containers

Rubbermaid:
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HIDE-A-BAG – Stainless Steel
SKU: R M 01 1 2

2 piece wastebasket lifts oﬀ for easy bag removal. Neatly
conceals poly bags. Fire-safe steel construction.
Non-corrosive vinyl base ring protects ﬂoors. Design
conceals bin liner for a neat appearance.
Key Features:
• Design conceals bin liner for a neat appearance
• Fire-safe steel construction
• Non-corrosive vinyl base ring protects ﬂoors

HIDE-A-BAG -Black
SKU: R M 0 0 3 6

2 piece wastebasket lifts oﬀ for easy bag removal. Neatly
conceals poly bags. Fire-safe steel construction.
Non-corrosive vinyl base ring protects ﬂoors. Design
conceals bin liner for a neat appearance.
•
Key Features:
• Black with stainless steel rim
• WxH: 241x318mm
• Capacity: 13.2 litres
• Black

SMOKERS STATION
SKU: R M 0 0 3 8

Simply snuﬀ out cigarettes on the extinguishing screen and
drop into the receptacle. Leaving entrances, backdoors and
other environments clean and clear of cigarette butts.
Key Features:
• 10”W x 3”Dp x 12.5”H.
• Brushed stainless steel or Black
• Complete with mounting hardware.
• Fully assembled.
• Keyed cam lock prevents unauthorized opening.
• Two stainless steel extinguishing screens and galvanized steel liner for easy
emptying.

GROUNDSKEEPER TUSCAN
SKU: R M 0 0 4 2

Since the smoking ban came into eﬀect, the public must now smoke
outdoors. But if you’ve noticed unsightly cigarette butts littering your
pavements, give your staﬀ, customers and visitors somewhere to stub
out their cigarettes. These cigarette receptacles are a high-end option
to add eﬃciency, style and easy maintenance to any location. They are
designed to shield cigarette waste from the view of the public and also
keep unwanted odours under control. The inherent anchor holes
enable you to secure the receptacle to the ground, preventing theft
and vandalism, while the weather-resistant materials reduce natural
erosion.
Key Features:
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• Galvanised steel interior restricts oxygen to minimise cigarette
smouldering
• Black iron exterior to complement any setting
• Manufactured from weather-resistant materials to prevent corrosion
• Black

METROPOLITAN SMOKERS’ STATION
SKU: R M 0 0 4 0

The Metropolitan Smokers’ Station meets the need in the
market for eﬃcient cigarette litter management. Slim metal
receptacles with a contemporary look. Weather resistant
Uni-Koat™ powder coating ﬁnish. Receptacles are easy to
empty with removable, galvanized liner.
Key Features:
• Stable
• Weighted
• Locking units with bolt down option prevent theft, pilferage,
and tip-overs.
• Black
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Front of House
UTILITY CART
SKU: R M 0 0 4 6

This Rubbermaid 3424-88 black utility cart/bus cart is perfect for
performing a wide variety of tasks, including transporting food, dishes,
glassware, chafers, and janitorial supplies. Its versatile design features four
attractive brushed aluminum uprights, as well as three easy-to-clean
smooth shelves.
For easy maneuvering throughout your facility, this cart is designed with
two user-friendly, easy-to-grip handles and large 4” non-marking swivel
casters. Its quiet casters and plastic construction combine to help
eliminate noise during everyday use. Each utility cart/bus cart can hold up
to 200 lb. of evenly distributed weight. Some assembly required.
Key Features:
• Easy-to-clean smooth surfaces.
• Quiet casters and plastic construction help eliminate noise.
• User-friendly easy to grip handles.
• Large 4” (10.2 cm) non-marking swivel casters.
• High style appearance with brushed aluminium uprights.
200 LB weight load.

X-TRA CART OPEN
SKU: R M 0 0 4 3

Durable and attractive carts function in front and back of
house applications.
Key Features:
• Sized to carry large loads.
• Large shelves hold various equipment and supplies.
• 300 lbs. (136.1 kg) total load capacity.
• Available with enclosed ends or enclosed on three sides for concealing
loads.

EXECUTIVE SERVICE CART
SKU: R M 01 1 1

Highly aesthetic design for front and back of house
applications. Extra-large top shelf ﬁts two 4-5/8-gallon bus
boxes. Shelves feature raised edges and sturdy side panels
keep contents secure. Thick shelves provide added
strength; 300-lb. weight load capacity. Two rounded
ergonomic handles for comfort. Solid base bumper
protects walls and furniture. Durable, easy-to-clean
polypropylene construction. Heavy-duty, non-marking 4in
casters. 21w x 29d x 38h. Assembly required.
Key Features:
• Dimensions: WxDxH: 970x510x990mm
• Total Capacity: 135kg Load
• Colours Available: Black
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HORIZONTAL BABY CHANGING STATION
SKU: R M 01 2 1

Provide best-in-class safety and antimicrobial protection with new
Rubbermaid Baby Changing Stations. The user-friendly, easy-to-clean
ergonomic design meets all applicable global safety standards and
regulations. Built-in hooks positioned above the changing platform
provide ready access to changing bag or handbag, allowing the
caregiver to concentrate on the child.
Key Features:
• Ergonomic Design
• Accessory Shelf
• Station Liners
• Safe
• Hygienic Protection
• Light Platinum

VERTICAL BABY CHANGING STATION
SKU: R M 01 2 2

The unit has built-in shelves and hooks that are designed to
hold your essentials such as baby powder, bag, mobile
phone, wipes etc whilst you change your child. The unit is
one of the best-selling and safest on the market as it
features an antimicrobial barrier to stop the growth of
bacteria for additional cleanliness.
Key Features:
• Hand Opening
• Easy To Install
• Safety Strap
• Antimicrobial Protection

STURDY BABY CHAIR
SKU: R M 0 0 6 6

The sturdy baby chair is easy to clean, comfortable, safe
and stackable to minimize storage. Microban antimicrobial
protection helps prevent the growth of stain and
odour-causing bacteria. Attractive, contemporary styling
and easy to clean durability help keep dining areas
pleasant. Available with and without wheels and both
feature a convenient handle for easy maneuverability. Easy
to use tray that can be removed with one hand.
Key Features:
• Non-porous and easy to clean
• Available in Platinum or Black
• Fits under standard table
• Microban antimicrobial protection

TRAY FOR STURDY CHAIR
SKU: R M 0 0 67

This sturdy tray from Rubbermaid features a robust
construction and is speciﬁcally designed for use with the
Rubbermaid high chairs. The tray can be easily removed
with one hand and easily cleaned before the next family
sits down at the table. The tray also helps to keep your
ﬂoors clean, helping you to maintain a consistently high
level of hygiene throughout your dining space.
Key Features:
• Material Moulded Plastic Construction
• Weight 1.1kg.
• Robust construction
• Designed for use with Rubbermaid high chairs
• Easy to clean
Rubbermaid:
Front of
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FOLDABLE STEPSTOOL
SKU: R M 0 0 5 3

This step stool is extremely useful for those of us that just
need a little bit of extra height. Made from polypropylene,
the stool is lightweight and easy to carry and store, but is
robust and strong and will hold a weight of up to 150kg.
Key Features:
• Easy clean & rust-resistant
• Safe & sturdy construction
• Slip-resistant footpads
• Foldable
• Dark Grey / Red
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Material Handling
POCKET FABRIC ORGANISER
SKU: R M 0 0 6 0

The Rubbermaid pocket fabric organiser attaches eﬃciently to the side
of the Rubbermaid x-cart cleaning trolley, allowing you to transport
cleaning cloths such as dusters, microﬁbre cloths and window cleaning
cloths with ease.
Key Features:
• Dimensions 660(H) x 502(W) x 38(D)mm
• Weight 2.8kg
• Fits S796 and S797
• 8 pockets
• Robust design
• Black

TRIPLE TROLLEY
SKU: R M 0 0 5 2

Triple trolley with three position handle – upright for
pushing, angle for pulling and fold ﬂat for use as a dolly.
Key Features:
• Dimensions 520(W) x 830(D)mm
• Non-skid surface to prevent load slipping.
• Three position handle – upright for pushing, angle for pulling, fold
ﬂat for use as a dolly.
• Cut away sections in the deck for easy grip when carrying.
• Controlled by 127mm castors.
• Grey

JANITOR CART WITH BAG
SKU: R M 0 0 5 1

Janitorial cart with smooth, easy to clean surface and swivel
wheels for easier movement. Storage compartment tray
built into the top shelf of the trolley for easy access to
cleaning equipment or tools. Includes removable yellow
vinyl bag for the collection and disposal of rubbish.
Key Features:
• Dimensions 975(H) x 552(W) x 1168(D)mm
• Finished in black with yellow door and vinyl bag
• Non-marking casters
• Vinyl bag unzips for easy removal of rubbish bags
• Black

SECURE MF CART ASSEMBLED
SKU: R M 0 0 67

Pre-Assembled. Designed to improve the level of hygiene
in sensitive cleaning environments. Accommodates all
Rubbermaid Microﬁbre Cleaning Solutions. Easy separation
of dirty and clean microﬁbre mops. Can accommodate up
to 2 disinfecting buckets. Has locking doors. Four swivel
casters (two with brakes).
Key Features:
• Rubbermaid HYGEN™ Microﬁber Charging Bucket platform; folds out
of the way for use with Lock ‘N Go bucket attachment.
• Microﬁber mop frame holder (holds two frames).
• Two 30 Quart Storage Bins; perfect for keeping clean and dirty
microﬁber heads separated and can be removed from either side of
the cart.
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SECURE MF CART WITH HOOD ASSEMBLED
SKU: R M 01 2 9

Pre-assembled. Designed for use with all Rubbermaid HYGEN™
microﬁbre products. Locking cabinet doors, Locking security hood and
Waste cover. Rubber Tool Grips in front and back. Features 2 Quiet
Casters and 2 wheels. Non-rusting and easy-to-clean aluminium and
plastic construction. Comfort Grip cart handle provides better
manoeuvrability and includes lobby dust pan/vacuum holder. Hooks
hold up to four Safety Signs.
Key Features:
• Compact footprint
• Water & chemical resistant ﬁnish
• Lightweight
• Durable & quiet wheels

COLLAPSIBLE X-CART COVER – SMALL
SKU: R M 0 0 5 8

Constructed from treated vinyl meaning it is splashproof
and ideal for all cleaning tasks. The built-in pockets will
provide you with plenty of storage space and are ideal for
holding trigger spray bottles and various other cleaning
tools. The lid features a Velcro seal allowing the user to gain
quick access to contents.
Key Features:
• Dimensions 64.4(W) x 50.4 (D) x 22.8 (H) cm
• 150L
• 6 built-in storage pockets
• Quick access lid

COLLAPSIBLE X-CART COVER – LARGE
SKU: R M 0 0 5 9

The treated vinyl structure of the cover will allow the frame
to remain collapsible. The six built-in pockets are perfect for
storing all kinds of cleaning equipment making them easy
to grab and transport. The Velcro lid will allow quick and
easy access to contents enabling you to complete tasks
more eﬃciently.
Key Features:
• Multiple, built-in storage pockets on each side keep frequently used
cleaning tools and supplies within reach.
• Convenient, Quick-Access-Lid provides easy access to contents inside of
cart without having to remove cover; secures with Velcro trim.
• Drawstring tightly secures cover onto Collapsible X-Cart frame
• 300L

X-CART FRAME
SKU: R M 0 0 5 5

The Rubbermaid X-Cart Laundry Trolley is well known for its
reliability and long-lasting performance. The trolley
features a collapsible frame for easy storage. Durable, easy
to clean. Four swivel casters. Collapsible frame enables
eﬃcient storage by reducing up to 75%. This is supplied as
the FRAME ONLY.
Key Features:
• Durable
• Easy to clean
• Four swivel casters
• Collapsible frame
• 150L or 300L
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X-CART BLACK BAG
SKU: R M 0 0 5 7

Spare removable black bag compatible with Rubbermaids 150Ltr and
300Ltr collapsible textile cart. Handy spares ideal for use when one
trolley bag is full or already in use.
Key Features:
• Capacity: 150L or 300L
• Black

TILT TRUCK 0.6M – STANDARD DUTY
SKU: R M 01 2 4

Designed for general refuse collection and medium
materials handling. Mark resistant casters for reduced
touch up cleaning. Easy to clean and virtually maintenance
free. Optional lid available. Extra handle at the bottom
allows for controlled dumping.
Key Features:
• Capacity: 600 Litres
• Capacity: 272kg
• Colour: Black
• Dimensions (W x D x H): 1638 x 768 x 965mm

TILT TRUCK 0.6M – HEAVY DUTY
SKU: R M 01 2 5

Made from polyethylene structural foam and with a mass
capacity of 453kg, the Rubbermaid Heavy Duty Tilt Truck
handles heavy loads eﬀortlessly. Ideal for a range of
environments and uses, this durable tilt truck is simple to
clean, virtually maintenance free, and is speciﬁcally sized to
ﬁt through standard commercial doors and onto elevators
with ease.
Key Features:
• Structural foam molded heavy duty tilt truck
• Fits through standard commercial doors and onto elevators easily
• Easy to clean and virtually maintenance free
• Dimensions: W75.6 x D163.8 x 96.5mm
• Mass capacity: 453kg

MEGA BRUTE MOBILE WASTE COLLECTOR
SKU: R M 01 2 6

Mega BRUTE® Mobile Waste Collector is a highly
manoeuvrable and versatile waste collection and sortation
system. Innovative design features deliver improved
productivity and ease of use.
Key Features:
• High capacity: 120 gallons, 400 lbs.
• Highly manoeuvrable “diamond” wheel and caster pattern.
• Ergonomic, easy-access rear doors.
• Waste sortation options with Slim Jim® containers and can liner
retainer.
• Integrated storage for cleaning supplies.
• Highly aesthetic, sleek design.
Optional full coverage, hinged lid.
Rubbermaid:
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CUBE TRUCK 0.4 M
SKU: R M 01 2 7

A full line of trucks for waste collection, material transport and laundry
handling.
Key Features:
• Metal frame provides durable support.
• Conceals loads without reducing capacity.
• Spring platform option (sold separately) brings contents to a
convenient working level for safer and less-fatiguing handling of
material.
• USDA Meat & Poultry Equipment Group Listed.
• Assists in complying with HACCP guidelines.
• Diamond wheel placement for manoeuvrability.
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